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Black History Month
Underscoring Need
For ‘Knowledge Of Self’
And Others

BLACK HISTORY MONTH SPECIAL EDITION

Carter G. Woodson
Father Of
Black History

During the month of February we celebrate Black people’s contributions to the world.
This week’s edition spotlights the following:

LEON RUSSELL

Carter G. Woodson

Carter Godwin Woodson
was an African-American
historian, author, journalist, and
the founder of the Association
for the Study of African
American Life and History. He
was one of the first scholars to
value and study Black History.
He recognized and acted upon
the importance of a people
having an awareness and
knowledge of their contributions
to humanity and left behind an
impressive legacy. A founder of
Journal of Negro History, Dr.
Woodson is known as the Father
of Black History.
He was born in 1875 in New
Canton, Virginia, the son of
former slaves James and Elizae
Riddle Woodson. His father
helped Union soldiers during the
Civil War, and he moved his
family to West Virginia when he
heard that Huntington was
building a high school for
blacks. Coming from a large,
poor family, Carter Woodson
could not regularly attend
school. Through self-instruc-

tion, Woodson mastered the fundamentals of common school
subjects by age 17.
Wanting more education,
Carter went to Fayette County to
earn a living as a miner in the
coal fields. He was able to
devote only a few months each
year to his schooling. In 1895, at
age 20, Woodson entered
Douglass High School where he
received his diploma in less than
two years. From 1897 to 1900,
Woodson taught in Fayette
County. In 1900 he was selected
as the principal of Douglass
High School. He earned his
Bachelor of Literature degree
from Berea College in
Kentucky.
From 1903 to 1907
Woodson was a school supervisor in the Philippines. Later, he
attended the University of
Chicago, where he was awarded
an M.A. in 1908. He was a
member of the first black frater-
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JUDGE PEGGY QUINCE

Leon W. Russell currently serves as the
Director of the Office of Human Rights for
Pinellas County Government, Clearwater. He
has held this post since January of 1977. In
this position Russell is responsible for implementing the county’s Affirmative Action and
Human Rights Ordinances.
Russell served as the President of the
Florida State Conference of Branches of the
NAACP from 1996 to 2000, after serving for 15 years as the First Vice
President. He also serves as a member of the National Board of
Directors of the NAACP, having been first elected in 1990. He has
served that board as the assistant secretary and currently serves as a
member of the Executive Committee of the National Board. He is a
member of the International City Management Association; a member

Peggy A. Quince is the Chief Justice of
the Florida Supreme Court, the second
African American and third woman to hold
that position. She had been an Associate
Justice on that court since 1999. She is the
first African-American woman to sit on the
state’s highest Court and the third female
Justice. From 1993 to 1997 she served as a
judge on Florida’s Second District Court of
Appeal. On July 1, 2008, Quince assumed the office of Chief Justice
of the Florida Supreme Court, the first African-American woman to
head any branch of Florida government.
Quince is the only Supreme Court Justice in Florida history to be
appointed simultaneously by more than one Governor. Because her
term began the exact moment that Governor-elect Jeb Bush assumed

ADELLE VAUGHN-JEMISON

CLEVELAND JOHNSON, JR.

RUSSELL continued on pg. 9

For almost 40 years, the Ocala native
worked in public roles helping children. She
started as a school social worker in the 1960s
and worked her way up to an assistant superintendent with Pinellas County Schools.
In 1968, after a St. Petersburg sanitation
workers’ strike, Vaughn-Jemison and others
founded the Chamber’s Community Alliance
organization. The diverse group was charged
with bridging the gap between the city’s white and black residents.
In 1978, Vaughn-Jemison became the district’s assistant superintendent for the office of equal opportunity. While tackling inequality in the
school system, she also became active in public safety. In 1979, she joined
the St. Petersburg Police Department’s Community Police Council,
where she remained an active member until her death. She retired in 1991,
and was an active member of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, Inc.

QUINCE continued on pg. 9

“Black People Must Sell As Well As
Buy As Remain a Beggar Race”
In 1966, black entered the St.
Petersburg City Hall and ripped down a
demeaning mural that depicted black
musicians happily strumming their banjos
on a beach. The next year saw the publicat i o n o f t h e c i t y ’s f i r s t a n d o n l y
black-owned newspaper, The Weekly
Challenger.
In pursuit of the American Dream, The Weekly Challenger’s
founder/publisher, Cleveland Johnson, Jr., a true entrepreneur
stressed “Selling over Buying.” Economic freedom through
selling goods and services was the vision he wished for the
African-American community.

BLACK HISTORY SPOTLIGHTS continued on pg. 9

Little Government Oversight Of Ohio
Charities Linked To Civil Rights Leader
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BY MATT LEINGANG
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

DAYTON, Ohio (AP) _
Ohio charities operated by a
national civil rights leader have
received thousands of tax dollars
with little government oversight,
a newspaper reported Sunday.
A battered women's shelter
and a food pantry associated
with the Rev. Raleigh Trammell
both received government
money last year even though
they had closed, according to the
Dayton Daily News, which
reviewed
public
financial
documents.
Tram m el l i s ch ai rm an
of the Atlanta-based Southern
Christian Leadership Conference,
which has been trying to remove
him over allegations that he and
another official embezzled
$596,000 from the group.

Trammell has denied the allegations.
FBI agents on Thursday
raided the SCLC's Dayton office
and the homes of Trammell and
his daughter. The FBI declined
to say what it was looking for
and no charges were announced.
Sevell Brown, a former
SCLC chapter president in
Florida, said in a statement
Sunday the FBI raid was related
to a complaint he filed in
June with the U.S. Justice
Department over financial irregularities. FBI spokesman Mike
Brooks declined comment,
citing a decision by a federal
court in Dayton to seal search
warrants in the case.
The
SCLC
and
the
Interdenominational Ministerial
Alliance, which Trammell also
serves as chairman, have
received about $3.7 million in

public money since 1999. The
Daily News said it found incomplete and contradictory financial
accounting.
For example, the closed
women's shelter owned by
Trammell's church got $11,500
in stimulus money last year, on
top of $23,000 for the shelter
given by the Federal Emergency
Management Agency.
"I think it is unconscionable
that they did not contact us when
they closed," said Jayne Klose,
senior vice president of United
Way of Greater Dayton, which
administers the money.
The Daily News also
reported that government and
civic leaders failed to scrutinize
what Trammell's charities were
doing.
In one case, a program that
provides counseling services to
poor families had no oversight

Sevell Brown, a former SCLC
chapter president, Florida

in 2008 and 2009, when it
received $184,260. As a result,
the SCLC has little proof that it

LEADER
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We Value Diversity. We Value Education. We Value History.

A knowledge of history brings a feeling of fellowship that runs through the ages — be it a territory, a village, a district, or a nation.
To live without history is likened to living without a form of memory.
To be without history is to live without roots or a past, with the present having no real foundation, and very little meaning for the future.
To know the events of our past (can help us) to know what future events can be.
The Weekly Challenger is committed to featuring articles of all ethnic cultures for the reading enjoyment of both the young and old generations.

To young AfricanAmericans, the “Scottsboro Boys,”
may sound like the name of a country
and western band. But to older blacks,
the “Scottsboro Boys” symbolize the
most Southern of Southern taboos
during the early 1900s: the allegation
of an African-American raping a
white woman – even if untrue – was
certain to end with the accused being
imprisoned or, more often, lynched.
A museum opened this month in
Scottsboro in hopes of educating the
public about one of the most infamous
incidents in Alabama’s bloody past.
The museum is a small section of an
old African-American church in
Scottsboro, a sleepy predominantly
White city nestled along Highway 72
beween Huntsville, Ala. and
Chattanooga, Tenn.
The museum is likely to revive
interest in events that took place
nearly 80 years ago, events that no
serious student of black history,
American history, or law can ignore.
According to Dougas O, Linder, a
law professor at the University of
Missouri at Kansas City, “No crime in
American history – let alone a crime
that never occurred – produced as
many trials, convictions, reversals,

Shortly after the train crossed the
Alabama line in Jackson County, a
fight broke out between some black
and white riders. The incident was
incited by a white youth who stepped
on Patterson’s hand as he hung on the
side of the train. Most of the white
hobos were thrown off the train by
African-Americans. Once off, the
angry whites told the stationmaster
near Stevenson, Ala. about the fight.
The stationmaster called the
sheriff of Jackson County, who
deputized a group of armed whites
who met the train when it arrived at
Paint Rock, the next stop. Questioned
by police, Ruby Bates claimed she
had been raped by some of the black
teens. A lynch mob quickly formed at
the jail and the National Guard was
dispatched by the governor to protect
the accused.
Twelve days after their arrest, the
black youth went to trial. They were
represented by a real estate lawyer
and a lawyer who had not practiced
criminal law in decades. The teens
were tried separately and quickly by
all-white juries. The case against the
12-year-old defendant ended in a
hung jury. The other eight were
sentenced to death.
The Supreme Court twice
reversed the convictions. At a second
trial, Bates admitted neither of the
women had been raped. She said

Price had urged her to “frame up a
story” to avoid being prosecuted on
morals charges.
Eventually, the charges were
dropped and the black men were
pardoned.
What happened to the defendants
in Scottsboro was no isolated
incident.
In her book titled “The Color of
Crime,” Professor Karen K. Russell
documented nine cases between 1987
and 1997 in which white women lied
about being raped by black men. In
one case, she said, a white female
claimed she had been kidnapped and
raped by three African-American men
at gunpoint. However, she later
confessed that she had made up the
story to cover up for having stayed out
all night.
In 1994, Susan Smith murdered
her two sons in Union, S.C., after pretending that her car had been hijacked
at gunpoint by an armed black man.
On October 23, 1989, Charles Stuart,
the manager of an upscale fur store in
Boston, killed his pregnant wife and
shot himself as part of an insurance
scheme. He, too, blamed a black man
and for days, investigators believed
him.
The legacy of the “Scottsboro
Boys” still lives. If you are guilty and
want to be believed – at least initially
– conveniently blame a Black man.

(NNPA)
Dorothy
Recently,
Height of the National Congress of
Negro Women, Rev. Al Sharpton of
the National Action Network, Ben
Jealous of the NAACP, and Marc
Morial of the National Urban
League, wrote President Barack
Obama asking for a meeting about
the state of black employment and
with the ensuing invitation, all but
Height went to the White House in a
snow storm for a one hour meeting.
The clearest version of what
happened was stated by Marc
Morial: “We worked very hard to
share with him ideas around the
need for targeted relief – and that
means urban communities, to areas
of high employment” so, as Ben
Jealous said, the focus of the talk
was more on place than race.
The consensus feeling was that
President Obama “got it” but that he
was also focused on passing a jobs
bill he thought would address some
of the issues. Sharpton explained
the purpose of the meeting as

“getting a commitment from the
administration to make sure that all
of these things were factored in,” as
they went to meet with Republicans
and Democrats about the jobs legislation. He admitted that the
President “was not going to engage
in any race-based programs” but felt
that some of the “structural inequalities” could be corrected.
This reminded me of his
comment to April Ryan, White
House Reporter for the American
Urban Radio Network that, by law,
he couldn’t pass laws “that say I’m
just helping black folks.” I don’t
believe that is true, or he couldn’t
pass laws for Gays or Native
Americans, or write Executive
Orders for Asians and Pacific
Islanders. So, Sharpton reported
they “didn’t ask for a race-based
program, but wanted to make sure
that everyone was involved” in the
debate over jobs.
But what does that mean in legislative terms? First, I think that the
president does have a responsibility
to say to the Congress that he wants
special coverage in the jobs bill for
communities that have been hit the

hardest. Presidents have done this
for years. But second, I think he
could do much more. In January of
1998, Rev. Jesse Jackson, Sr.,
played a major role in inducing Bill
Clinton to propose a “New Markets
Initiative,” aimed at underserved
areas, feeling that his Race Initiative
lacked this vital dimension.
Clinton did two things. He first
made a poverty tour throughout the
country to places like Hazard, KY,
the Mississippi Delta, E. St.
Louis, Watts (LA), Pine Ridge
Reservation, and South Phoenix,
AR. He then drew up legislation
and succeeded in getting Dennis
Hastert, Republican Speaker of the
House to support it. The “New
Markets Initiative” finally passed
on December 14, 2000 and it
consisted of: a $15 million Tax
Credit for companies investing in
low and moderate income areas;
$180 Million for a Venture Capital
fund to provide seed money for
companies to invest in underserved
areas; strengthened and expanded
Empowerment Zones; identified 40
Renewal Communities for revitalization — HUD would design the

The Weekly Challenger

packages of assistance; and the
ex p a n s i o n o f a L o w - I n c o m e
Housing tax credit. This modest
program should be adopted and
vastly expanded.
Second, Clinton had a series of
meetings with business leaders to use
the $180 billion in Venture capital
funds to start new businesses in the
underserved areas. Understanding
that the government could only go so
far, he wanted to incentivize private
firms to invest in these areas. But the
Bush administration neglected the
program and changed the incentives
of businesses with massive tax cuts
that led investment to much larger
projects overseas.
The current Senate job bill is
too anemic to do much about
employment and measures
proposed by the Congressional
Black Caucus such as money for
summer jobs, affordable housing,
and public service jobs where
minorities are represented, but, are
not included. So, Civil Rights
leaders are right to try to get the
attention of the President and the
Congress, but we may all have to
get involved to get this done right.
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‘Scottsboro Boys’ Case Gets Renewed Interest
and retrials as did an alleged gang
rape of two white girls by nine black
teenagers on a Southern Railroad
freight run on March 25, 1931.”
It also produced two landmark
Surpeme Court decisions (Powell v.
Alabama and Norris v. Alabama) that
established important legal principles
that guarantee defendants the right to
effective legal representation and
prevent people from being excluded
from juries because of their race.
In 1931, nine black youth were
charged with raping two White
women in a freight car. They were
Roy Wright, 12; Eugene Williams,
13; Ozzie Powell, 16; Willie
Roberson, 17; Olen Montgomery, 17;
Clarence Norris, 19; Haywood
Patterson, 18; Charlie Weems, 19; and
Andy Wright, 19.
It was not unusual during the
Depression for people to hobo to
search for scare jobs. Four of the
defendants – Patterson, Williams and
the Wright brothers – were seeking
work hauling logs along the Missouri
River. The other African-Americans
were from Georgia and had not met
their co-defendants prior to the train
trip.
Two white women – Victoria
Price and Ruby Bates, a well-known
prostitute – were also hobos, returning
to Huntsville from a job search in
Chattanooga.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Singing Sensation Host
Popular Morning Show
Coming To The Bay Area

BY STEVE MARSHALL
ST. PETERSBURG February 8th was history in the
making for the Bay area and
local radio station Praise 1590
am WRXB. The original owner
and pioneer of WRXB was J.
Eugene Danzy. His son,
Michael, is currently a vital
part of the marketing team of
the station. The station had its
beginning on January 26, 1976,
and has emerged as a force to
be reckoned with in 2010!
Yolanda Adams was born
on August 27, 1961, and grew
up in Houston, TX, as the
oldest of six children. She lived
in a house filled with music and
love. Her mother studied music
and Yolanda heard everything
from Gospel legends James
Cleveland and the Edwin
Hawkins Singers to jazz icon
Nancy Wilson to pop/R&B
great Stevie Wonder. Those
different styles of music, as
well as a strong presence in the
church, helped to shape
Yolanda as a singer and person.
This gospel phenom has
won multiple Grammys,
stellars, and dove awards. She
has definitely become a gospel
icon and has made numerous
national radio and television
appearances. Her God given
gift has opened many doors for
her nationally and internationally and has paved the way for
the Yolanda Adam’s morning
show. She has garnered gospel

fans and listeners from all
walks of life who look forward
to her powerful radio show
bringing joy and inspiration
daily.
WRXB is overly excited
about this change of face. The
station’s General manager,
Donza Drummond, began her
tenure at WRXB in April of
1977 as a receptionist. She was
then promoted to Account
Executive. From there she
became general sales manager
and recently has been
promoted to General Manager.
Donza’s assertiveness, selfmotivation, and desire have
always been to convert WRXB
into a ministry for the Lord
which finally came to fruition
around August 21, 2009, when
the Legendary WRXB
became Praise 1590 WRXB.
Drummond said that the old
format was confusing and that
the station was always last to
show up in the rating. Through
years of being considered to be
at the bottom of the barrel so to
speak, Praise 1590 is number
one in this market in TSL. This
means when the listening
audience tunes in to the 1590,
and they lock the dial!
Praise 1590 is offering true
gospel. Some of the most
anointed, prophets, and messengers are delivering the
word. The station has interviews with top national
recording artists. They stream

Yolanda Adams

live globally at www.wrxb.us
and are a pillar in the
community. Praise 1590 am is
not just a Radio Station, they
have prayed that God will use
the station to glorify the Lord.
It is a family oriented atmosphere where all of the radio
personalities and staff pray
together, play together, and
continuously put God first.
Drummond also said she is
excited that such an anointed
gospel artist will now be a part
of the station’s morning, and
feels the listeners are in for a
great treat. The station appreciates all the support the
community and bay area has
given through the years and
anticipates even greater things
in the future
The goal of WRXB is to
take the station to another level
with a new format of ministries, Bible trivia, the best
gospel music, and so much
more!

Black History Month Event:
Haiti Will Rise Again
and Assistant Pastor of Pinellas
Christian Center; Dr. Aisha
Fields, Physicist and Director of
the All African Development and
Empowerment Project; and
Chimurenga Waller, President of
the International People's
Democratic Uhuru Movement
will discuss the compelling story
of Haiti's defeat of colonial
slavery and the current humanitarian and political crisis that
exists in that country in the wake

ST. PETERSBURG -On
Thursday, February 25th, the
United Tampa Bay Haiti Initiative
will hold a public forum and relief
drive at the Enoch Davis Center
in St. Petersburg.
Reverend Dr. Manuel
Sykes, Pastor of Bethel
Community Baptist Church;
Reverend Gaston Compas,
Pastor of Pinellas Christian
Center; Reverend Leonel
Charles, Immigration Lawyer

Training For Child Advocates

ST. PETERSBURG The next training to become a
Guardian ad Litem will be
April 10th to May 8th,
Saturdays from 9:00 am to 4:00
pm. for 5 weeks at Pasadena
Community Church, 227 70th
Street S., St. Petersburg.
There will be a special
30 m i n u t e o r i e n t a t i o n
Tuesday March 23 at 7:00 pm
in room 2B at the Church’s

L EAD ER

continued from front page

provided the service,
said Montgomery County
Administrator Deborah
Feldman.
Feldman said the SCLC will
be dropped from the program,
and the Dayton Urban League,
which oversaw the taxpayer
money, will not be paid for moni t or i n g a c t i v i t i e s u n t i l i t

Life Enrichment Center at 7:00
pm.
Hundreds of children in
Pinellas do not have a volunteer
Guardian.
As a Guardian ad Litem, you
advocate in court and the child
welfare system for abused,
abandoned, or neglected
children and teens. The average
time needed is six to eight hours
a month.

The Guardian ad Litem visits
the child every month, becomes
familiar with the child’s case
and makes recommendations to
the court to help ensure the child
has a safe, caring, and stable
environment.
For more information
and a n a p p l i c a t i o n g o
t o www.guardianadlitem6.org
or call 464-6528.

develops a new oversight plan.
The Associated Press left a
message seeking comment
Sunday at Trammell's home.
Feldman defended the
county's decision to fund
programs headed by Trammell,
who was convicted of stealing
from the county welfare department when he was deputy
director in the 1970s.
"He went to jail. He served
his time," Feldman said. "He has

since then been a very active
member of the community representing an extremely
important organization in this
community and this country."
The Southern Christian
Leadership Conference,
founded by the Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr. and other civil
rights leaders in 1957, claims
about 10,000 members in nearly
80 chapters in 17 states from
Georgia to California.

DIMMITT
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TAX SERVICE

2010 Cadillac CTS
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Lease $339.00 plus tax, 39 months
12K Year $3,995.00 down

Call Mike Hughes
at

Step in STYLE

10% DISCOUNT NOW THROUGH APRIL 1, 2010

727-450-7446

$129.99

plus tax, tag, title. First payment sec dep
waived. Must have qualifying lease ending
by 8/31/2010. Total out of pocket $6,025.00
M.S.R.P. $37,540.00
Call for details. Stock #CT10061

Dimmitt Cadillac
25191 U.S. Hwy. 19
Clearwater, FL 33763
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BOY’S SUIT PACKAGES
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$79.99
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of the recent earthquake.
The event begins at 6:00 p.m.
and will feature cultural performances by local church and cultural
groups, including the Bethel
Community Baptist Church choir.
The program is free and open to
the public. All are invited to bring
donations of hygiene items, nonperishable food, water, tents, cots,
and medical supplies for the Haiti
relief effort.

2 FOR $100.00

Huge Selection of Shoes • Shirts • Suits & Ties • Sizes 6 Months Up To 72

STEVE HARVEY • STACY ADAMS • SMOKEY JOE’S • GIORGIO BRUTINI
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Frezell’s Hip New Car Wash
Makes A Splash In Midtown
BY NIKKI EZELLE
NEIGHBORHOOD NEWS
BUREAU

ST. PETERSBUR G - A
Midtown car wash recently
received a hip new makeover
when business owner Frezell
Roux purchased the building. The
bright tan facility streamed in
vibrant purple, blue, and green
colors is difficult to miss when
driving through the city streets.
Roux purchased the building
six months ago to extend his
upholstery business, Frezell &
Son Upholstery Shop, which is
located just down the road at 2063
Central Ave.
Three friendly
employees make up the staff and
the location houses two garages
for washing and waxing and a
separate area to thoroughly clean
the car’s interior.
Fluorescent lawn chairs and
tables line the outside patio where
customers can relax. The inside of
the facility is decorated to mirror
the building’s vibrant exterior
with bright paint and leather
recliners covered in leopard print.
Guests can watch television or
listen to the latest jams while they
wait for their detailed car wash.
Services offered are: wash,
wax, detailed, upholstery, and
vacuum. The cost for each
of these services varies. For
example, an exterior clean is $10;
an internal and external clean is
$20; a wax job is $40; and a
shampoo is $50. It is only $70 to
have your car fully detailed.
As a result of new management, Frezell’s offers two discounted deals that are difficult to

pass up. On Monday, senior
citizens receive a wash and wax
for $15. This includes full interior
and exte rior cl ean i n g . On
Wednesday’s, ladies receive the
same treatment for $12.
Ellis Simmons has been an
employee at Frezell’s since it
reopened under new management
six months ago.
“I have worked at many car
washes in the Midtown area and I
know that Frezell’s is the best,”
Simmons said. “The way the
facility is set up allows for a lot
more room and efficiency. Frezell
also mixes the wash in with the
wax, which gives cars a lasting
shine so you do not have to wash
your car as much.”
Alexis James is a student at
St. Petersburg College. She has
been coming to the car wash for
years. She said price and service
are the most noticeable differences between previous and
present management.
“Frezell’s offers greater and
more efficient services,” James
said. “The prices may be slightly
higher, but, that is what you get
when you’re paying for quality.”
Centered in the heart of
Midtown, the convenient location
contributes to the success of the
business. If waiting around
doesn’t suit the customers, they
have the option to explore one of
the many renowned restaurants
located just a few feet away from
the car wash. Guests can walk
over to Connie’s BBQ and grab a
bite of its famous ribs, or walk
across the street and grab a bite to
eat at the Blue Nile Food Store.
Tara Teartt, the owner of Cut
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Celebrating And Honoring
Lorian Williams

and Above Beauty Salon, located
right next to Frezell’s, said his
specialty in upholstery sets him
apart from other car washes in the
area.
“I am a resident and business
owner in Midtown,” Teartt said.
“I am very familiar with the car
washes in this area. Frezell’s
attention to detail when it comes
to interior is his specialty. No
other car wash has this ability.”
Teartt said Frezell’s fresh style
and reputation makes for a solid
addition to the Midtown area.
“He has owned more than one
business in the city of St.
Petersburg, so he has developed a
relationship with the community.
He has a good reputation with the
people here.”
Neighborhood News Bureau
(NNB) is a working newsroom,
staffed by USF undergraduate and
graduate students. NNB serves the
USF campus and the surrounding
community. Please call us at 727327-2129 to report your
community news.

This month has been designated as Black
History Month. Every year during the month
of February we recognize and celebrate the
contributions of African-Americans. Dr.
Carter G. Woodsen was responsible for this
significant and poignant celebration. One
young lady whose life we herald this month
was a vibrant force in the community and for
humanity, Ms. Lorian Williams.
I met Lorian many years ago when I
moved to St. Petersburg. Little did I know that
she would become a mentor, sister, and friend
all at the same time. In my first encounter with
Lorian, she told me that I was too professional and well spoken to be as loud as was! After
that, I didn’t think that we would even have a
relationship. However, I pondered to myself,
if she was bold enough to tell me that, I
probably need to hang on to this lady! Lorian
was a jewel. She tried to help everybody, and
if she couldn’t help you, she would refer you
to the place where you could get the help you
needed. She had a deep concern for the
community and was extremely active in all
efforts and causes that affected the
community. Lorian was proud of her culture,
proud to be an African-American, and above
all, proud to be a woman. However, she was
not militant in her stance. She didn’t wear
humongous signs, spear head protest or
marches, and never was out of order. She was
graceful and a professional; and, you knew
what she stood for without her intimating it.
Many times people feel that being heard
means being seen. Lorian spoke with her
actions. She mentored, trained, and shaped so
many people. I happen to be one of them. I
was new to St. Petersburg and really didn’t

know anyone. She took the time to show me
the flow of things in the city, the civic
concerns, and even the politics. She gave to
people unselfishly. Actually, my time around
her was priceless. She poured so much into
the lives of people. Looking at her, and
knowing some of her life’s story, is so
powerful to me. She was an African-American
single parent who owned her own company,
was always involved in humanitarian issues,
and adored raising her teen-age son, Chas. It
always impressed me that even though she
was always busy, she still had quality time for
everybody and everything. I would like to
think that I was the only person she made feel
so special; but, I know she had a caring way of
making thousands of people all feel special.
Many times, I wondered how she did it all and
did it so effectively. Seemingly, everything
she touched was successful and turned to gold.
As we pause this month to remember,
celebrate, and appreciate the contributions of
African-Americans, I charge the bay area to
pause and reflect on the legacy of this great
woman, Lorian Williams. She was a mentor,
sister, and friend that made an indelible mark
on my life, and I am glad God allowed her to
be a blessing to the city, county, state, and the
world. My first encounter with her was life
changing and I am so grateful for all of the
events, private conversations, and love she
showed to me. She will never be forgotten,
and her spirit will always live in my heart.
Lorian’s contribution to Black History Month
is that she helped create a better Steve
Marshall. Thank you for reading, and I
hope you enjoyed your time OUTANDABOUTW/Steve.

INVITATION TO BID
TO: ALL PINELLAS COUNTY ROAD, STREET AND STORM SEWER
OR FDOT DRAINAGE OR GRADING
Sealed bids will be received by the Board of County Commissioners, Pinellas County, Clearwater, Florida in the office of
the Director of Purchasing, County Annex Office Building, 400 South Fort Harrison Avenue, 6th Floor, Clearwater, Florida,
until
March 16, 2010 @ 3:00 P.M. and will then and there be opened and read aloud for the following:
Services, Labor, Materials and Equipment required for Construction of:
TITLE: Dansville Phase III – PID No. 991
Bid No. 090-0162-C (CN)
PINELLAS COUNTY, FLORIDA
The engineering estimate for this project is $2,836,883.00
Awards of bids for construction services with an engineering estimate in excess of $100,000.00 will be made
to bidders who have pre-qualified ALL PINELLAS COUNTY ROAD, STREET AND STORM SEWER OR FDOT DRAINAGE OR
GRADING type construction in the amount that equals or exceeds their bid amount. Only those bids from bidders
who are prequalified with Pinellas County (or those that have an FDOT equivalent prequalification) in the amount
that equals or exceeds their bid prior to a bid opening will be considered.
This is a COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT BLOCK GRANT project, Grant Number B09-UC-12-0005, funded through the
United States Department of Housing and Urban Development. Therefore, Federal regulations including, but not limited
to the following apply: Federal Labor Standards per 29 CFR parts 3 and 5. Procurement Procedures per Part 85
Uniform Administrative Requirements, Affirmative Action to achieve Equal Employment Opportunity per 41 CFR 60-4
and Section 3 provisions per 24 CFR 135, Section 306 of the Clean Water Act per 42 USC 1857 (h), Section 508 of the
Clean Air Act per 33 USC 1368, Executive Order 11738 and Environmental Protection Agency regulations per 40 CFR
part 15. The successful bidder will be required to furnish and pay for a satisfactory 100% contract performance and
payment bond. Surety companies executing these bonds must appear on the U.S. Treasury Department's most current
list (Circular 570, as amended), and be authorized to transact business in the State of Florida. Minority and female
contractors are encouraged to apply. If clarification or additional information is needed, please contact the
Pinellas County Community Development Department, (727) 464-8247.
The attention of prospective bidders is directed to Division D titled Community Development Block Grant Regulations,
Federal Labor Standards Provision, General Wage Decision No. FL 20080039, Prime Contractor's Proposed
Subcontracting Activity, Notice of Subcontract in excess of $10,000.00, Interest of Certain Federal and
Other Official Non-collusion Affidavit of Prime Bidder, Notice of Requirement for Affirmative Action,
Pinellas County Community Development Minority Business Enterprises,
Notice of Environmental Protection Agency Standards and Certification regarding Lobbying.
If it is determined that a conflict exists between the General Conditions (Division B) and
the Community Development Block Grant Regulations, then the Block Grant Regulations shall govern.
Plans, specifications and bid forms will be available on compact disk at no charge and
may be obtained from Pinellas County Purchasing Department, 400 S Ft. Harrison Ave, Clearwater, Florida.
Contact Carlos Negron, Procurement Analyst for mail requests.
"PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES REQUIRING REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS PROCEEDING/EVENT, SHOULD CALL 727/464-4062 (VOICE/TDD) FAX 727/464-4157,
NOT LATER THAN SEVEN DAYS PRIOR TO THE PROCEEDING."
Further information may be obtained by contacting the Purchasing Department, at the above address or telephone
number 727/464 3311. Bid information may be obtained by visiting the Pinellas County Purchasing Department
web site www.pinellascounty.org/purchase. Any bids received after the specified time and date will not be considered.
KAREN WILLIAMS SEEL, Chairman
Board of County Commissioners

JOE LAURO, CPPO/CPPB
Director of Purchasing
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COMMUNITY NEWS
CALENDAR
OF EVENTS

THE WEEKLY
B Y

SCOOP

N A T H A N I E L

Welcome to the first edition of “The Weekly Scoop” highlighting activities, events and movers and shakers; and milestones in North Pinellas County.
On Valentine day, I stopped by Publix, downtown St. Pete
(I stopped by two other stores and they were out). I was in line
to exit and a Lady was purchasing a Weekly Challenger,
looked at me and said “It’s you!” I saw this front page spread
with my pix on it. I signed two papers and purchased more to
send my Mom in Alabama and my kids in Southern Cali. That
was thrilling! Can you tell I am jazzed about this opportunity?
I’ve spent my professional career, behind the scenes obtaining
publicity and putting out fires for execs. It’s feels good!!!
A few weeks ago I sent out an email announcing the
column debut and naming contest. Over 200 people
responded. “The Weekly Scoop” was originally sent in by
Delrick Baker, from Raymond James. His suggestion was the
most widely chosen.
Not being a native Floridian, I have a little different perspective on things. Do you know that one of the main advantages, (as I see it) is that we have access to elected officials,
especially in North County? Try booking an appointment with
elected officials in Los Angeles; it takes connections, crisis or
a month of waiting. Mayors Frank Hibbard, Clearwater, Dave
Eggers, Dunedin, and Beverley Billiris, Tarpon Springs, are
very accessible as well as the City Commissioners.
Speaking of Mayors, David Archie is running for Mayor of
Tarpon Springs. Archie serves as the long-term Executive
Director, Citizens Alliance for Progress/Union Academy
Family Center, a youth development and community resource
organization in Tarpon Springs. When I arrived in North
County he was Commissioner and became Vice-Mayor before
terming out. David has been very active throughout the
County serving on several committees. CAPS Annual MLK
Benefit is on Sunday, Feb. 21 at Innisbrook Resort. I have
always loved the youth essays.
There is a lady that people in Clearwater call the “Mayor”.
She is so involved in the community – Mrs. Isay Gulley. I
think if she would run, Mrs. Gulley probably would win. She
is President/CEO of the Clearwater Neighborhood Housing
Services and serves on numerous boards and state committees.
Shout out to my Frat Brother, Charles Eric Wilson. Eric

P A T T E R S O N

,

J R

.

works in the City of Clearwater, Neighborhood Services
Department. Also, he volunteers as a coach with the Largo
High School football team. He works hard and smart; a major
asset and resource.
Harlem Nights Productions, the fundraising arm of the
North Greenwood Community Coalition just completed its
second production on February 6th at the beautiful, Fort
Harrison Hotel. They produced the classic “A Raisin In The
Sun”. The play was directed by an up and coming Director,
Rory Lawrence. The Organization is lead by Maurice
Mickens. He has a hard working staff.
Faith In Action of Upper Pinellas (FIAUP) will be hosting
its annual Senior Prom on March 20, 2010. FIAUP programs
enhance the quality of life for frail seniors and the disabled. In
addition, FIAUP will be hosting a series of workshops on
“How to Fundraise” thru March. Go to their website
www.fiaup.org for more information.
Organization of the Week:
Willa Carson Health Resource Center (WCHRC). I have to
admit I serve as President of the Board and I am a little bias.
But, it is my column, so I completed the disclaimer. WCHRC
is a free clinic located in North Greenwood. How many of you
knew that the Executive Director, Annie Tyrell, won the 2008
Health Care Hero Award presented by the Tampa Bay
Business Journal? The Center does an outstanding job of
serving the uninsured and underinsured of Pinellas County.
Check out the website www.wchrc.org. WCHRC is located at
1108 MLK Boulevard, Clearwater.
Upcoming Events:
March 20 – 2nd Annual Senior Prom (ages 55 plus), Faith
In Action of Upper Pinellas, Dunedin
April 24 - 5th Walk for Willa 5k/10k Walk and Run Willa
Carson Health Center, Clearwater
Next week expect a lot more events and spotlights on
youth.
Quote of the week
“Time is our most valuable asset, yet we tend to waste it,
kill it, and spend it rather than invest it” Earl Graves.
Thanks to SB, Smokie & T for the encouragement. Send
me your comments, listings, promotions and new business
listings to bizspecialistus@yahoo.com.

Soldiers Of Valor The Buffalo Soldiers,
World War I & II Men Of
The Armed Forces To Be Honored

B R A D E N T O N Cynthia Fobbs the host of
Community Talk Back Show
WRXB Praise 1590 honors
soldiers of valor the Buffalo
Soldiers, World War I & II men
of the armed forces.
A lf oncia Tys on of St.
Petersburg will be honored at
the event to be held on February

27, 2010, at the Renaissance
Ballroom in Bradenton, FL.
Tyson served in the U.S. Army
from 1948 until 1957 where he
wa s a ssigne d t o t h e 2 4 t h
Regiment. He was wounded in
the military and was awarded
the Purple Heart. Tyson retired
from the Post office and is
married to Annie Tyson, and is

the father of 4 children.
The event will take place on
Saturday, February 27th, at the
Renaissance Ballroom, 1816
9th Street West in Bradenton.
Entertainment will be provided
by recording artists Apostle J.L.
Cash & Praise and Recording
Artist Edward Fobbs beginning
at 7:30 p.m.

Ticket Donation $20.00,
Sold at Looking Good, 2201
34th St. South, St Petersburg.
F o r V. I . P. R e s e r v a t i o n s
contacts Earnest Lovely (941)
580-0524, Cynthia Fobbs 800226-6454, or Donza
Drummond, WRXB Praise
1590 at 727 865-1591

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
If you are 62 years or older, mobility impaired,
or on a limited income
YOU MAY QUALIFY FOR A
RENT SUBSIDIZED APARTMENT
at
540 Second Ave. S., St. Petersburg, FL
Call us at (727) 823-1575
FL Relay TTY 1-800-955-8771

MLF TOWERS

PLACE YOUR AD IN THE

BUSINESS DIRECTORY!
NOW IS THE TIME TO ACT!

Call (727) 896-2922

Private Salon Suites
for Rent
“Professional Work
Environment”
Dr. Frogue’s Hair Salon Suites
2535 Dr. MLK Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, FL

CALL 727-224-9930

WWW .T HE WEEKLY CHALLENGER .COM

Courtesy of

Friday, Feb. 19 - St. Pete Shuffle. St. Petersburg
Shuffleboard Courts, 559 Mirror Lake Dr. N. 7 to 11 p.m.
www.stpeteshuffle.com or 727-822-2083. All equipment
is provided and instruction is available.
Friday, Feb. 19 - Salsa Dancing. The Pier, 800 2nd Ave.
N.E., www.stpetepier.com or 727-821-6443. Salsa
dancing inside Captain Al's Waterfront Restaurant.
Come early at 8:30 p.m. for free Salsa lessons. Have fun
dancing the night away.

Saturday, Feb. 20 - Unite Haiti. North Straub Park, 5 7:30 p.m. Memorial for Haiti. http://haftb.org/events.aspx
Haitian Association Foundation of Tampa Bay, Inc.

Saturday, Feb. 20 - TB Rays FanFest. Tropicana Field.
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Free. Parking & Admission are FREE!
Rays players will be signing autographs, free for kids 14
& under & $20 for everyone else. The funds raised will go
to the American Red Cross & Save the Children all
helping the people in Haiti. Check out Raysbaseball.com
for more. Fans can visit the Bright House Sports Network
Kids Interactive Zone and take a swing in a big league
batting cage, test their fastball in the speed pitch booth
and hit a home run in the Wiffle Ball Home Run Derby.
Kids will also have the chance to run the bases and all
fans can tour the Rays clubhouse. There will be baseball
card and memorabilia displays. In addition, former major
league players will be on hand throughout the day
signing autographs. There will also be panel discussions
led by the Rays broadcasters interviewing baseball luminaries in the Batter’s Eye restaurant. Fans are encouraged to stop by the MetroPCS Call-A-Friend Stage from
1–3 p.m. to have the opportunity for a Raysplayer to call
a friend or family member and receive the most up-todate information on MetroPCS products.

W O O DSO N

continued from front page

nity Sigma Pi Phi and a member
of Omega Psi Phi. He completed
his Ph.D. in history at Harvard
University in 1912, where he
was only the second AfricanA m e r i c a n ( a f t e r W. E . B .
DuBois) to earn a doctorate. His
The
doctoral
dissertation,
Disruption of Virginia, was
based on research he did at the
Library of Congress while
teaching high school in
Washington, D.C. After earning
the doctoral degree, he
continued teaching in the public
schools, later joining the faculty
at Howard University as a
professor and served as Dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences.
Convinced that the role of
his own people in American
history and in the history of
other cultures was either being
ignored or misrepresented
among scholars, Woodson
realized the need for research
into the neglected past of African
Americans. Along with William
Hartgrove, Cleveland Hall,

Alexander L. Jackson, and
James E. Stamps, he founded the
Association for the Study of
Negro Life and History
September 9, 1915, in Chicago.
That was also the year Woodson
published The Education of the
Negro Prior to 1861. His other
books followed: A Century of
Negro Migration] (1918) and
The History of the Negro
Church (1927). His work, The
Negro in Our History, has been
reprinted in numerous editions
and was revised by Charles H.
Wesley after Woodson’s death in
1950.
In January 1916, Woodson
began publication of the
scholarly Journal of Negro
History. It has never missed an
issue, despite the Great
Depression, loss of support from
foundations, and two World
Wars. In 2002, it was renamed
the Journal of African American
History and continues to be
published by the Association for
the Study of African American
Life and History (ASALH). From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia.

COMPANION PLANS

Affordable Final Expense Life Insurance

LOSING A LOVED ONE CAN MEAN
MORE THAN JUST EMOTIONAL BURDENS
At the time of your death, how will your loved ones
pay for your final expenses and financial obligations?
COMPANION PLANS GUARANTEE:
• Your premium will never increase regardless of
your age or health.
• Your face amount will never decrease regardless
of your age or health.
• Your policy cannot be cancelled because of your age
or health as long as premiums are paid currently.
• Your policy will build cash values should you need
a loan for any reason.
• Life insurance death benefits are paid tax-free to
the beneficiary.

Speak with
JAMES REED
at Senior Life
Services Today!

CALL
813-405-5520
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Register Now For April ACT Test

I O WA C I T Y, I O WA Registration is now open for the
April 10, 2010, ACT achievement test. Students who wish to
take the college admission
and placement exam must
register before March 5, 2010.
The ACT is a curriculumbased achievement exam. It tests
what students have actually
learned in school, not their
aptitude for learning. The ACT
also measures what students
need to know to be ready for
entry-level college-credit courses
based on ACT College Readiness
Standards. Every student's results
can be tied directly to these consistent standards.
The ACT has four sectionsenglish, mathematics, reading,
and science that take about three
hours to complete. Students who
take the ACT Plus Writing
complete an optional writing test
that requires an additional 30
minutes.

Unlike other exams, students
are not penalized for guessing or
answering all the questions on
each test section. In fact, it is beneficial for test takers to answer all
questions wit h i n t h e t i m e
allowed.
During registration, students
may select up to four universities
to receive their score reports.
ACT scores are accepted by all
four-year colleges and universities across the United States.
ACT reports scores only when
requested to do so by the student.
Additional score reports are
available for a small fee.
All students complete a
detailed inventory of questions
during ACT registration. Each
test taker receives an ACT score
report that includes a wide
variety of information to assist
with high school course
selection, college readiness,
career planning, and college
admissions.

The cost for the ACT test
without writing is $32. When
combined with the optional ACT
Writing Test, the total cost is $47.
Students who qualify may apply
for a fee waiver through their
high school counselor.
The ACT website, www.actstudent.org has helpful information, free sample items, and
options to order inexpensive test
prep materials to assist test takers
get ready for the exam. However,
the best preparation is to take
rigorous core courses in school,
st u d y h ard , an d l earn t h e
academic skills needed in
college.
Most students register online
at www.actstudent.org. Students
may also pick up registration
forms from their high school
counseling offices; these forms
must be postmarked by March 5,
2010. Late registration is
available until March 19, 2010,
for an extra $21 fee.

Save The Date - St. Petersburg
Annual Green Thumb Festival

ST. PETERSBURG - The
Green Thumb Festival, St.
Petersburg's annual Earth Day
and Arbor Day celebration,
returns to Walter Fuller Park,
7891 26th Avenue N., on April
24th and 25th. In its 24th year,
the free family festival features
horticultural and environmental
exhibits, programs and seminars
highlighting ways to landscape
effectively, conserve natural
resources, recycle, and improve
the environment. Featuring
more than 150 exhibitors and
vendors, the festival runs from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. both days at the

133-acre park in west St.
Petersburg. More than 30,000
visitors are expected to attend
the popular show over the
weekend. The Garden Club of
St. Petersburg, a Green Thumb
Festival sponsor, also presents a
flower show competition with
awards for horticulture, artistic
design, and special exhibits.
Flower show hours are from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. on Saturday April
24th and from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
on Sunday, April 25th. The
Children's Plant Fair will be
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. each day.
Children may bring their home

grown plants for judging and
will receive a gift as long as
supplies last. Ribbons will be
awarded. The Green Thumb
Festival is sponsored by the city
of St. Petersburg, the Garden
Club of St. Petersburg, St.
Petersburg Area Chamber of
Commerce, Pinellas County
Extension Service, Pinellas
Technical Education Centers,
Landscape Maintenance
Association, and the Florida
Nursery, Growers & Landscape
Association.
Visit www.stpete.org/greenthumb or call 727-893-7335.

IN RECOGNITION OF BLACK HISTORY MONTH
If you are brokenhearted in spirit,
unable to forgive, dealing with issues
of love, anger, deception, betrayal,
lied and cheated, and kicked to the curb.
Tune into this Radio Ministry
weekly for breakthru..
Thursday Nights: 9:15PM - 9:30PM (EST)
Universal Christian Radio
www.universalchristianradio.com
Saturdays: 9:00AM - 10:00AM (EST)
WXYB (1520 AM Local Radio)
www.wpso.com (Click WXYB live radio)
Sunday Radio Broadcasts
WFAM ( Augusta , GA ) 11:15AM
WIJD ( Mobile , AL ) 6:30PM ( Tupelo , MS ) 7:30PM
WLMR ( Chattanooga , TN ) 12:15PM

Princess Denise Wright
Radio Host / TV Personality

www.mattersoftheheartministry.org

CALVARY CATHOLIC
C EMETERY

Major
Alvin J.
Downing

Burial Spaces Pre-Need $990.00
Cremation Niches $990.00 Complete
Interest Free Financing

Total Event Planning & Management
• Corporate or Religious Functions
• Civic, Government and Community Functions
• Parties, Festivals, Conferences, Seminars

727-572-4355
5233 118th Ave. N., Clearwater

“It’s all taken care of”

These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for – it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings – What a peace of
mind.

So that your funeral is fully funded and won’t be a financial burden
on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and discuss
how you can guarantee the future price at today’s cost.

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(727) 895-6005

Let your event be one that’s creative, unforgettable
and that would make your mama proud! Making Mama
Proud a subsidiary of OMJ Planning and Consulting is
committed to making special moments come alive!
Allow Making Mama Proud to lend you that personal
finesse, expertise, and excellence in planning your
event. Spearheaded by President and CEO, Steve
Marshall, OMJ Planning and Consulting was established in honor of his late mother’s memory, Ola Mae
Jenkins, who served as his greatest inspiration.

July 19, 1916 –
February 19, 2000

We thought of you
with love today,
But that is
nothing new.
We thought about
you yesterday,
And days before
that too.
We think of you
in silence,
We often speak
your name,
Now all we have
is memories,
And your picture
in a frame.
Your memory and
your music,
Our keepsakes, they’ll
never part.
God has you in
His keeping,
We have you in
our hearts.

Promotional and Production
• Artist Booking
• Artist Management and Contract Negotiation

Steve Marshall
President and CEO
Corporate Training and
Motivational Speaking
• Management and Leadership
• Diversity and Ethics
• Career Development
• Professional Development
• Dealing with Angry Parents

Phone: 727-244-8119 • Fax: 866-390-1262 • Email: manonrise66@yahoo.com
SBE/MBE Certified Hillsborough County School District • MBE Certified OSD State of Florida

HOROSCOPES
FEBRUARY 18 - FEBRUARY 24, 2010
ARIES

LEO

SAGITTARIUS

Educate those around you in the area of per-

The air can be cleared easily. Admit your need
for help. Seek understanding. You’ll help another by seeking help from them. Communication
problems will smooth themselves out.

Beware of financial pitfalls that you’ve set for
yourself. Strengthen all your relationships by
understanding motivations of others. Spend
time at home. Enjoy what you already have.

VIRGO

CAPRICORN

This week should bring an opportunity to further your education, don’t pass it up. Pay special attention to details at work. A friend needs
your support. Find joy in giving it.

Don’t expect to win every battle, especially with
your lover. This week winning is losing. Backing
down is winning. Shyness produces a bold

sonal growth. Their improvement will bring
benefits to you. Humor in communication is the
key. Humor in introspection is a must.

TAURUS
This week romance begins to percolate. Enjoy
your feelings and let your brain relax. Suspend
all judgments of others. Being stern won’t work
for you this week.

LIBRA
GEMINI
Romance will find you this week. Don’t look the
other way. Your “rap” is especially strong. Make
as many of those important phone calls as
possible.

CANCER
Don’t take any big gambles this week, the time
is not right for a flight into the unknown. A
newfound harmony is in store for you and your
mate. Your mate will understand your fears.

You and your mate should increase your saving
for the future this week. Future plans should be
spotlighted. A relationship is likely to take a
serious turn. Be open to making an unusual
purchase.

result. It’s easy to collect that long-standing
debt.

AQUARIUS
Possibilities of hearing good news about home
are greatly expanded. Savor the news rather
than thinking about other annoyances. Travel is
on the horizon. Plan the trip this week.

SCORPIO
You and your partner are on the same wavelength. If you are presented with a contract this
week, it’s an ideal week to reach an agreement. Make the important phone call to set
things up.

PISCES
Feather the nest. Stock up on stuff for the long
haul. Cement relationships. A friend needs your
support. Enjoy giving it. You will receive good
news about a pal.

BLACK HISTORY

“Celebrating Our History Is An Everyday Thing”
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ENTERTAINMENT

Source: Wikipedia Free Library

Black Couples Who Have
Impacted History

BY ROBYN H. JIMENEZ
THE DALLAS EXAMINER

(NNPA) - As Valentine’s
Day has just passed and Black
History Month continues, it
seems appropriate to take a look
at African-American couples that
have been trailblazers in their
own way, making an impact on
American history.
There have been couples
throughout history that have
treaded the path for decades.
Others have only just begun, in
comparison. Some couples
began to tread the path individually, then met the love of their life
and began blazing the trails
together as a team. Others were
more of a tag team or a relay,
where one partner took up the
baton when the other’s path came
to an end.
The following are just a few
of the most notable couples in
Black history. And regardless as
to where, when, and how their
paths were blazed into history,
they displayed love, dedication,
and passion for their partners and
the world around them.
Herbert and Zelmyra
Fisher
W hen H er bert Fisher
married Zelmyra on May 13,
1924, he had no idea the
Guinness Book of World
Records would certify them as
the oldest living African
American couple 84 years later.
At the age of 104 and 102, the
couple still lives in their own
home in Craven County, N.C.
The couple didn’t set out to
make their mark in history. Yet,
they are an inspiration to people
throughout the country, that with
the right person, love will last
forever.
Throughout their marriage,
they have worshiped in different
churches of different denominations, according to a report by the
Sun Journal. She is an African
Methodist Episcopal and he is a
Missionary Baptist. Both attend
church in their hometown, James
City, N.C.
Herbert worked for 35 years
at Coca-Cola Bottling Company.
Zelmyra worked for part of their
marriage as a caregiver. The
money was tight, but they were
able to put all five of their
children through college.
The two built their home on
the belief and intention that the
marriage would last forever.
They now enjoy sitting on the
porch as people pass by,
watching television together and
the company of their children,
grandchildren and great-grandchildren.
The two have managed to
keep their marriage strong
because of a mutual love and
respect that they have and show
toward each other. And they say
if they had it all to do over, they
wouldn’t change a thing.
John and Eunice Johnson
John H. Johnson married
Eunice on June 21, 1941.
The couple met in a dance
hall in Chicago, in 1940 and
married the next year, according
to a L.A. Times report.
A year later, John borrowed
money on his mother’s furniture
to start the Johnson Publishing
Company with his new wife.
Under the company’s umbrella,
he started two magazines for the
Black community, Ebony and
Jet. The company also included a
book publishing division, as well
as Fashion Fair Cosmetics and
Ebony Fashion Fair, to highlight
the beauty of African Americans,

according to Politics Today.
John traveled abroad to participate in several international
ende avors. In 1 9 9 6 , J o h n
received the Presidential Medal
of Freedom, among many others.
Johnson became the nation’s
most notable African American
publisher. The report also said
that Eunice gave Ebony its name
and worked as the company’s
secretary and treasurer from the
start of the company until her
death on Jan. 3. The two were life
partners and business partners, as
well as icons in the fashion world
that changed the look of fashion
and cosmetics for Blacks everywhere.
Medgar and Myrlie Evers
Medgar Wiley Evers married
his college sweetheart Myrlie
Beasley on Dec. 24, 1951.
Medgar grew up in segregated Mississippi, but enlisted in the
military to help defend his
country following the attack on
Pearl Harbor, in 1941, according
to his biography on the Medgar
Evers College Web site. After he
was honorably discharged in
1945, he continued his education
at Alcorn College where he was
on the debate team, served as
junior class president, sang in the
choir, played football, and ran
track. He earned his spot on the
list of Who’s Who in American
Colleges.
In 1952, the report noted that
he earned his bachelor’s degree
in business. He soon began his
work in the NAACP, traveling
through the state to organize
African Americans in peaceful
protests and voter registration
drives. He was elected as the
organization’s first field secretary
where he continued to speak on
behalf of his people.
But on June 12, 1963, he was
shot in the back in his own
driveway. But his dedicated wife
didn’t let the torch hit the ground.
Honoring he r h u s b an d ’s
memory, Myrlie picked up the
torch and began traveling around
the world to emphasize the
progress of the Civil Rights
Movement and the need to keep
fighting for equality and justice.
From 1995 to 1998, she
continued to advocate on behalf
of disenfranchised African
Americans as chairperson of the
NAACP board of directors.
Martin and Coretta Scott
King
Martin Luther King Jr. and
Coretta Scott were married on
June 18, 1953 in Marion, Ala.
King’s father, also a minister,
performed the ceremony on
Coretta’s parent’s lawn.
In The Autobiography of
Martin Luther King Jr., King
talked about meeting his wife
after a mutual friend gave him
the number of a nice girl, by his
request. They talked over the
phone and he asked to meet her.
Her singing was nice, but he was
more impressed with the fact that
she was actively involved in the
fight toward racial and economic
justice. He loved that she was
intelligent and dedicated to the
same cause that he was.
“After an hour, my mind was
made up. I said, ‘So you can do
something else besides sing?
You’ve got a good mind also.
You have everything I ever
wanted in a woman. We ought to
get married someday,’” he wrote.
But, it took more than that to
convince Coretta.
“I wasn’t looking for a
husband, but he was a wonderful
human being. I still resisted his
overtures, but after he persisted, I

had to pray about it … I had a
dream, and in that dream, I was
made to feel that I should allow
myself to be open and stop
fighting the relationship. That’s
what I did, and of course the rest
is history,” Coretta said in Profile
of Coretta Scott King, Human
Rights Advocate, published by
Guide to US Liberal Politics.
In 1955, they took part in the
Montgomery Bus Boycott, just
weeks after the birth of their first
child, Yolanda Denise. That was
the first of over a decade of nonviolent protests together, while
raising their four children in a
Christian home. The couple
endured their home being
bombed in 1956 and numerous
threats on his life. However, there
were many times when she was
not able to be with her husband
during protests, because their
children were young.
“My devoted wife has been a
constant source of consolation to
me through all the difficulties….
My wife was always stronger
than I was through the struggle.
While she had certain natural
fears and anxieties concerning
my welfare, she never allowed
them to hamper my active participation in the movement. Corrie
proved to be that type of wife
with qualities to make a husband
when he could have been so
easily broken. In the darkest
moments, she always brought the
light of hope. I am convinced that
if I had not had a wife with the
fortitude, strength, and calmness
of Corrie, I could not have
withstood the ordeals and
tensions surrounding the
movement,” King wrote in
Chapter 5 of his autobiography.
Coretta said that she was
married to her husband, but she
was also married and dedicated
to the cause. In her profile, she
was recorded as saying,
“Women, if the soul of the nation
is to be saved, I believe that you
must become its soul.”
Bill and Camille Cosby
Bill Cosby married Camille
Hank on Jan. 25, 1964.
The couple met when Bill
was performing as a stand up
comic in Washington, D.C. At
that time, Camille attended
the University of Maryland,
according to reports. The couple
soon married and began building
their family of seven.
In 1969, Bill starred in the
situation comedy, The Bill Cosby
Show. After pursuing further
education, he returned to television with the cartoon, Fat Albert
and Friends, in 1972.
In 1984, he starred in another
comedy television show, The
C o s b y S h o w. T h e fam i l y
oriented show was based on his
marriage and family. Bill
continued to do stand up comedy
occasionally and often refered
lovingly to Camille and their five
children. He was soon dubbed as
“America’s Dad,” the first to ever
receive the honorary title.
In 1992, Camille started
COC Productions Inc. The
company’s first documentary
was No Dreams Deferred, which
featured an Atlanta couple who
owned a catering business and
the five young men they
employed and mentored. The
films that followed also featured
uplifting African American tales,
according to a report on BNet.
Bill and Camille have both
been very public in their attempts
to point out issues that appear to

H I STO RY
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St. Petersburg College Hosts
2010 Jazz Festival

Most jazz fans will say that
any night is a good night for jazz.
However, last Friday night
(February 5), it was actually a
“great” night for jazz. Why? I’m
glad you asked. It’s because it was
a rainy night, and there was very
little to do, except to stay inside at
home watching the boob tube or
venture out into the damp night
and catch St. Petersburg College’s
2nd Annual Jazz Festival held
indoors at the St. Petersburg
College Music Center – Gibbs
Campus.
The “Festival” is a 3 – day
event which began on Thursday.
Starting off the first night with the
theme of “Big Band Big Bang!”
the Helios Jazz Orchestra kickstarted the evening’s event with
some big band swinging tunes.
Featuring vocalists Dale Williams
and Sasha Tuck, the Helios Jazz
Orchestra is a resident ensemble at
the college. It is in all meaning of
the word a “modern” big band,
and is directed by the creator of the
Festival, David Manson. The
band alternates in size, anywhere
between 17 and 20 member
musicians, and performs a wide
range of styles including Latin,
swing, bebop and standards.
Versatile vocalist Sasha Tuck
lists other skills on her musical
resume’ such as, composer,
arranger and educator, and teaches
in the new MIRA (Music
Industry/Recording Arts) Program
at the college. Seasoned professional Dale Williams is a vocalist
who has worked not only as a solo
performer but, also in groups. His
credits include opening for Tom
Jones, Willie Tyler & Lester, Rich
Little and many more.
Band director and creator of
the jazz festival, David Manson
also teaches jazz studies, music
technology and low brass students
in the music department and the
new MIRA Programs at the
College. Add to these functions,
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Manson is director of the awardwinning EMIT series of adventurous music. His compositions have
been performed by The Florida
Orchestra and by several jazz
groups.
On the second exciting night
of jazz, I was fortunate to have
been able to attend. With a
standing theme of “Hot Latin
Jazz!” the Guisando Caliente
Quintet was the headliner.
Comprised of some of the most
outstanding (and familiar) local
musicians, the band was truly
“Hot” from start to finish! The
crew consisted of leader Frankie
Pineiro, congas, John Jenkins,
drums, Jeff Rupert, saxophone,
Mauricio Rodriguez, bass, and
Kenny Drew, Jr., piano.
A few of the tunes played
were old favorites, such as “Tin
Tin Deo”, a tune composed by Gil
Fuller and Chano Pozo. Fuller frequently composed for Dizzy
Gillespie’s big band. Chano Pozo
was the Cuban conga player who
was in Dizzy’s band in the 40’s
and is known to have merged
many Cuban and Latin rhythms
into jazz. Another favorite tune of
mine that they played was
“Perdido.” This is a jazz song
written by Juan Tizol and was first
recorded on December 1941 by
Duke Ellington. The group played
close to ten or more tunes, but for
lack of space, I’m mentioning only
a couple. One other tune was
“Woody’n You”, a tune that Dizzy
Gillespie composed and dedicated
it to popular band leader Woody
Herman. This tune is considered
to be one of Gillespie’s most
enduring compositions.
In front of an audience whose
energy I could feel, the band at
times played at a blistering pace.
Mostly though, the group was
incredibly tight and fleshed out
arrangements like “Woody’n You”
with uncommon poise.
Jeff
Rupert on sax was exceptionally

lyrical, and on my first opportunity
of hearing him, I was indeed quite
impressed. Kenny Drew, Jr. was
his usual self. Bassist Mauricio
Rodriguez, I’ve seen and heard on
several occasions, and the support
that he provided left nothing to be
desired.
John Jenkins is a
drummer who keeps everyone
honest and on the beat. His work
during the evening was example
enough, as to why he is in constant
demand as sideman and leader.
However, the musician known to
throw chili hot peppers into the
mix and keeping things smokin’
was conga player Frankie Pineiro.
He has been blessed to have had
the opportunity to perform with
some of the greats of Latin jazz,
such as Herbie Mann, Bobby
Enriquez, Juan Pablo Torres, and
with as Pineiro says it “the late
Maestro Tito Puente.” At one time
during the evening while watching
Pineiro beat his congas, I almost
let out a “joyous shout.”
If Saturday’s show is anything
like Friday’s, Manson can walk
away with another great festival.
I’m just sorry that prior commitment prevented me from
attending. However, musicians
that appeared were John Lindberg
& The Powell Brothers Quintet. If
you were fortunate enough to have
been at the concert, drop me a line,
and let me know how it was.
Hat’s off and Congratulations
to Dr. David Manson. I’m definitely looking forward to next
year’s St. Petersburg College 2011
Jazz Festival.
Remember to “Keep Jazz
Alive” by “Supporting Live Jazz!”
Jazz fans – do you have any
feedback? I would like to hear from
YOU! You may visit my website at:
rickgeesjazzjamm.com or email me
at jazzjamm@aol.com. You may
also mail your letters to Rick Gee’s
Jazz Jamm, c/o The Weekly
Challenger, 2500 ML King St., S.,
St. Petersburg, FL 33705.

PRAISE 1590 AM WRXB

ALL GOSPEL, ALL THE TIME
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For Marketing and Promotions

Contact Donza Drummond
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Email: ddwrxb@yahoo.com

Request Line (727) 864-1600
Office (727) 865-WRXB (1591)

3551 42nd Avenue South, Suite B-106
St. petersburg, FL 33713
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CHALLENGER SPORTS
Everyone Around Miller
Says ‘Rewrite’ Except Bode

Bode Miller

BY JIM LITKE

WHISTLER, British Columbia
(AP) - No athlete probably
wanted a medal more or
pretended to care less when it
arrived. But that's Bode Miller.
Four years after partying
like an Olympian in Turin, he
finally skied like one at the
Vancouver Games, wrapping up
a bronze with a nearly error-free
run down a course that tests
every last bit of a racer's skill.
"It's not a gold," Miller said
breezily, "but the skiing was
good."
The man insists he still skis
to please himself, not the clock
or what anyone else thinks. A
few fellow competitors who
crossed paths with Miller before
the race said they were stunned
by how silent and jittery the
normally nonchalant Miller
seemed, but there was no
proving that afterward.
What about regrets, redemption, repentance? Not a chance.

So naturally, when a reporter
asked Miller whether he planned
to sample the nightlife in this
picture-postcard ski town, which
boasts more temptation on a
single block than all of Sestriere
and the neighboring villages in
the Italian Alps combined, a grin
slowly creased his lips.
"Will you do anything
different this time?" The grin
erupted into a full-throated
chuckle. "The Olympics just
started," Miller said, drawing
everyone into the joke. "You got
to give me some time."
To the same sportswriter
who chased down Miller for
interviews at the Turin Olympics
- twice - and spent several hours
watching him command the
room at the Tabata disco - the
only real full-service saloon in
Sestriere, he sounds remarkably
the same.
Still
brimming
with
bravado, still unaware or totally
uninterested in how the sporting
public perceives him, still
explaining himself in rambling
sentences filled with vague
terms
like
"overamped,"
"excited-nervous, not anxietynervous," and "emotional state"
that offer little insight and more
often than not, wind up
providing no insight at all.
The window into his soul, at
least the one that's open
whenever his mouth is, remains
as foggy as ever. So rather than
walk back what he says, it might
be more revealing to look at

what he does.
Miller has parked the RV he
lived in at the Turin Games and
is bunking with the rest of the
U.S. team in nearby condos
instead. He even has a suitemate, fellow skier Ted Ligety,
who also happens to be the same
guy Miller took out on the town
for a baptism by firewater
several hours after Ligety, then
21, upset the field in Turin and
won a gold medal.
Except this time around,
everyone on the team portrays
Miller as the very picture of
moderation. Now 32, he has a
young daughter he rarely talks
about, but people around him
say fatherhood has definitely
made him more responsible.
Most tellingly, perhaps, he is
taking direction well from
others, the same U.S. coaching
staff he once ignored.
In turn, the coaches have
begun holding Miller up as a
(gulp) role model. "In training,
Bode comes out and when he
trains, he trains hard and he
pushes hard," said Sasha
Rearick, the U.S. men's team
head coach. "He pushes the staff
hard to make sure that training is
good, he pushes his serviceman
to make sure the skis are good.
"He wants guys around him,"
Rearick added, "that are
pushing."
That's progress, no matter
how you measure it, since the
pushing Miller was best known
for in the past was in favor of

extending closing hour at the
bar.
The moment he sat down for
a post-race interview, his zany
legend now burnished by a
bronze to go with the two silvers
from Salt Lake City and the ohfor-5 in Turin, someone pointed
out that four years ago Miller
was cast as a "disinterested
villain" and now was likely to be
recast as "a redemptive hero."
"Do you feel like either of those
are fair?" he was asked. He
rubbed the stubble on his chin
and thought about it for a
moment.
Minutes earlier, as Miller
exited doping control headed for
the interview room, the team's
press attache asked him to zip up
his red U.S. team ski jacket to
hide the scruffy flannel shirt he'd
already changed into. He was
clearly trying to be on his best
behavior. That was really
different. "I don't mind," he
began. "You guys are in charge
of that stuff. I pretty much focus
on going out and skiing. It's
what I've always done. I'm
hoping I can keep doing it."
If the verdict is ours to
deliver, the answer is neither
villain then nor hero now. Miller
was the best skier on the planet
four years ago and what he
demonstrated again in the space
of just under two minutes is that
on any given day he can be so
again.
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Texas QB McCoy Progressing Well,
Hoping To Throw At Combine

Colt McCoy

FORT WORTH, Texas (AP)
Colt McCoy is throwing 40 to 50
balls per day in an intense rehabilitation program for the
shoulder injury that knocked
him out of the BCS national
championship game, and he
hopes to fully participate in the
NFL Scouting Combine next
week.
The former University of
Texas quarterback said Monday
that the injured nerve in his right
shoulder is “really coming
along” and is close to being 100
percent.

“Hopefully I'll be able to
throw in the combine,” McCoy
said. “That's my goal, I love to
compete, I want to go out and
compete with those guys, go out
there and throw and be myself.
But obviously if the doctors
don't let me, I'm not going to be
able to do that.”
McCoy has mostly remained
in California doing rehab since
he was hurt during the Jan. 7
BCS title game. He returned to
Texas to be recognized Monday
night with the Davey O'Brien
Award as the nation's top quarterback, and he plans to go back
to the West Coast after speaking
at an FCA banquet Thursday
night in Austin.
On Texas' fifth offensive
play against Alabama last
month, McCoy took a hard
tackle that pinched a nerve and
caused his throwing arm to go
numb. He didn't return in the
Longhorns' 37-21 loss.
"The injury and I think the
way that my college career
ended has kind of sparked a fire
inside of me as far as I'm going
to show that I'm going to be
ready to go," McCoy said. "I'm
going to show them that I'm the

best, I'm going to show that I'm
confident. I can't wait to step out
on the field again, forget the
taste that's in my mouth for the
last time I played a game. That's
what's driving me every day."
McCoy, whose rehab is
being overseen by noted sports
doctor James Andrews of
Birmingham, Ala., said if his
doctors determine he can't throw
at the combine that begins next
week, he still will do everything
else possible in Indianapolis. He
also plans to participate in Texas'
Pro Day on March 31.
There is nothing structurally
wrong with McCoy's throwing
shoulder, and he's going through
the process of restrengthening
his arm.
"My arm feels really good,"
he said. "I'm able to do everything they ask me to do. It's
really healing quickly."
While his 45 career wins at
Texas are an NCAA record,
McCoy fell short of his ultimate
goal of winning a national
championship.
"It's one of those things that
you'll think about forever. ...
Disappointing is probably the
real word," McCoy said. "But at

the same time, I've been raised
the right way, and you've got to
find a positive in every situation.
I think about that and I think
about how I still have a lot of
football left to play. I'm
confident that my best football is
ahead of me, and that's what
keeps me going."
The O'Brien winner last year
was Oklahoma's Sam Bradford,
who missed all but three games
of his junior season because of a
shoulder injury sustained in the
season opener last September.
Bradford, the 2008 Heisman
Trophy winner and a close
friend of McCoy's, also is
entering the NFL draft and has
Andrews as his doctor. Bradford
is working out in Florida.
“He definitely boosted me
up a little bit, talked to me and
said, ‘Hey, it's one of the most
frustrating things in the world.
You're strong and you'll get over
it,’” McCoy said. "It kind of
stinks that both of us had to go
through something like that in
the same year. We both try to
look for the positive things and
both hope the best for each
other."

Have any questions or comments
about TWC Sports? Please Email us at

sports@theweeklychallenger.com

Daytona 500 Win
Moves Ganassi Into
Elite Company

Team owner Chip Ganassi,
left, and driver
Jamie McMurray

BY JENNA FRYER

DAYTONA BEACH, (AP)
Chip Ganassi squirmed a bit,
shifted the microphone he was
holding in his hands, then
gazed blankly at the floor.
Jamie McMurray had just been
asked
to
describe
his
NASCAR team owner the man
who has taken two separate
chances on McMurray and
Ganassi was clearly uncomfortable with the praise he was
about to receive.
“He's not wanting me to
compliment him right now,”
McMurray said. But any kind
words from McMurray had
been earned. Ganassi, after all,
gave McMurray his first break
when the little-known driver
was looking for a shot at
NASCAR's top level. He had
his ego bruised three years
later when McMurray fled for
a perceived better opportunity
at Roush-Fenway Racing, but
Ganassi didn't let the hurt
feelings fester and agreed to
give McMurray another shot
last fall when the driver found
himself out of work.

It paid off Sunday night
with a thrilling Daytona 500
victory, the biggest NASCAR
win for both the driver and
owner.
It was evident how grateful
McMurray was from his
tearful Victory Lane celebration, when he effusively
thanked Ganassi, co-owner
Felix Sabates, and sponsor
Bass Pro Shops for giving him
a second chance.
Ganassi deflected the exultation in the hours after the
victory, and tried to duck it
again Monday at the Daytona
500 champion's breakfast. “It's
not about me,” Ganassi quietly
said. “It's just not about me.”
How wrong he is.
Nevermind that McMurray's
win in the Super Bowl of
NASCAR moved Ganassi into
elite company with Roger
Penske as the only owners to
win the Indianapolis 500,
Daytona 500 and the prestigious 24 Hours of Daytona
sports car race.
More important, the win
proved what Ganassi has
insisted all along: He could be
pushed all the way to the ropes
in the brutal business of auto
racing, but he will never be
knocked down.
“I don't have a lot. I don't
have the biggest jet over at the
airport there and the flashiest
trucks. We're in the business of
racing,” Ganassi said. “We've
taken a lot of lumps over the
last couple years. We have to
spend our money a little wiser
than some teams. I'm not
ashamed of that at all.”

Granderson Fine
With Possible
Switch To Left Field
TAMPA (AP) - Curtis
Granderson would accept a
shift to left field from the New
York Yankees.
An AL All-Star center
fielder with Detroit, Granderson
was traded to the Yankees in
December. New York manager
Joe Girardi alerted him to a
possible shift.
“He called and asked,
‘How do you feel about that?
Be honest with me. If you don't
(like it), let me know,”
Granderson said Monday. “I
said, ‘I'm able to do that.”
Granderson played left
field in the minors before
switching to center on a
regular basis at Double-A. He
worked out for the first time
Monday at the Yankees minor
league complex ahead of
spring training workouts for
position players next week.
“Just getting on the field
again, getting back to work,
that's the big thing,'' Granderson
said. “I'm excited to get back
and start the 2010 season.”

New York is unsure where
in the lineup Granderson will
hit. He had a career-high 30
homers last season, and the
right-field short porch at new
Yankee Stadium should work
to his advantage, much as it did
for Johnny Damon last year.
“The power just kind of
happened,” Granderson said.
“I still don't consider myself a
power guy. Occasionally the
ball happens to go over the
fence. I hope guys aren't predicting me to do some ridiculous amount of numbers,
because I'm not that big of a
guy.”
Granderson took batting
practice in a group that
included Derek Jeter, and also
had an extensive bunting
session with Gardner.
NOTES: RHP A.J. Burnett
arrived and played catch in the
outfield. RHPs Joba Chamberlain
and Phil Hughes threw off
bullpen mounds along with
LHP Boone Logan.
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NATIONAL NEWS
Nutter Plans To Expand
Diversity In Contracts

BY ERIC MAYES
SPECIAL TO THE NNPA
FROM THE PHILADELPHIA
TRIBUNE

PHILADELPHIA (NNPA) Taking a first step toward
“creating an economy of
inclusion,” Mayor Michael
Nutter has unveiled his administration’s long anticipated
Economic Opportunity
Strategic Plan.
“Issues of inclusion are now
first and foremost a critical part of
our economic decision-making
process at all levels,” he told a
group of city officials and
business owners who packed the
mayor’s reception room for the
announcement. “Poverty and
unemployment disproportionately impact minorities in
Philadelphia. That’s a fact.
Therefore, growing more and
larger minority-owned, womenowned, and disabledo w n e d businesses, which
generate jobs in neighborhoods,
is absolutely critical to our
future.” The plan included new
goals for disadvantaged business
participation in city contracts and
a radical restructuring of the
Office of Economic Opportunity
giving it greater oversight over
the contracting process and eliminating its role in certifying disadvantaged businesses.
By July 2011, the mayor
said, he would like to see 25
percent of the city’s spending on
contracts going to disadvantaged
businesses. That represented a
7.5 percent increase over 2009.
Included in that goal was a 15
percent participation goal for
minority-owned businesses —
which broke down to a range that
hit highs of 14 percent participation for African-Americans, 6
percent for Hispanics, 4 percent
for Asians and 1 percent for
American Indians — 9 percent
for women-owned businesses
and 1 percent for disabledowned businesses. Those
figures in 2009 were 11.05

percent for minority -owned
businesses, 6.44 percent for
women-owned businesses and
zero for disabled-owned businesses.
Perhaps more important,
Nutter expanded the role of the
OEO in the contracting process
and eliminated its role in certifying participants. He promised
that by July 2011, the city would
have 25 percent more certified
businesses on its rolls.
“With more companies on
the city registry, city departmental managers or staff will no
longer have the excuse that they
can’t find a qualified company to
do the work,” he said.
Effective March 1, the city
will accept certification from a
variety of outside sources and
stop issuing its own certification.
Businesses certified
through another agency will now
rely on that for city business.
Those without outside certification will be able to carry over
their certification at least until the
end of next year. Approximately
130 of 1,325 certified businesses
have only city certification. Of
that total, about 40 are set to
expire over the next year.
Freed from certifying businesses, the OEO will now be able
to take a more active oversight
role. Nutter promised that every
contract would be scrutinized
with the aim of hitting the city’s
participation goals.
“We’re now changing the
automated contract information
system to make sure that OEO
review is an early checkpoint in
the contracting process.” He said.
Just what the consequences
would be for contracts that failed
to meet the goal remained
unclear. “I don’t have that right
now,” said Kevin Dow,
deputy commerce director.
In addition, by eliminating
certification duties, Nutter said he
hoped the agency could now
provide more comprehensive
business assistance to disadvantaged businesses.

Mayor Michael Nutter

“OEO staff will devote itself
to the more fruitful task of
growing the number of small
businesses and their fiscal and
operational capacity,” he said.
Moving beyond city government, Nutter said he would
impress the importance of
inclusion on all area businesses
and said he would also like to see
more diversity in leadership at the
top of corporations and in the
unions that have largely been
resistant to inclusion.
“Forty years ago we fought
to diversify the lunchrooms.
Today we need to diversify the
boardrooms,” he said. The
administration’s plan was
lauded by several people
Monday afternoon. Councilman
W. Wilson Goode Jr., called the
plan “credible.”“If I thought this
plan was crap I’d simply say it
was crap,” he said. “I call it
credible because it is.” Goode has
long been an advocate for
minority participation on City
Council.
Similarly, Patricia Coulter,
president and CEO of the Urban
League of Philadelphia, said the
plan was “robust” and that the
shift would “elevate diversity and
inclusion.”
Carl Singley, who served
on the Mayor’s Advisory
Commission on Construction
Industry Diversity, said the plan
was culmination of a lot of effort
“it was better to do it right than to
do it in haste. This time they’ve
done it right.”

BLACK HISTORY SPOTLIGHTS continued from front page
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STATE NEWS
Florida A&M University
Undaunted Over Dental School

BY ANGELINE J. TAYLOR •
DEMOCRAT STAFF WRITER

Despite a recent disappointment, Florida A&M administrators say they are moving
forward in their efforts to start
the state's third dental college.
The University of Florida
has the state's only public dental
college. Nova Southeastern
University, a private institution
in Fort Lauderdale, is home to
Florida's other dental college.
FAMU administrators had
hoped their request for state
money would be added to the
Board of Governors' legislative
budget request last month. But
the BOG, a board that guides the
State University System, didn't
vote on the $1.5 million request.
FAMU President James
Ammons recently told trustees
he was disappointed in that lack

of action.
Administrators at FAMU
remain determined to add a
dental school to the university's
portfolio. They seek "to reduce
disparities in access to dental
care for the underserved population of Florida," according to
school records.
According to the Florida
Department of Health, disparities in oral health exist for: low
income populations, racial and
ethnic groups, and disabled populations. There are about 9,600
dentists statewide for a population of 18.8 million people,
according to a state health report
from January 2008.
"We are continuing to plan
and look at what our options
are," Tola Thompson, FAMU's
director
of
governmental
relations, said. "We think there
is still a great need for a college

of dentistry."
Thompson said the university will continue to communicate
with staffers of the State
University System, including
the chancellor, about the dental
college. National consultant
Howard
Bailit,
professor
emeritus at the University of
Connecticut Health Center, has
been paid about $7,000 to assist
FAMU over the last year.
"They are in the early
stages," Bailit said about
FAMU's proposal. "It's going to
take them at least a year or
longer."
Bailit said the $1.5 million
administrators requested would
be essential to getting local
experts who "understand the
local health care system." He
added that Florida has a "huge
access problem" for oral health
care.

How The Internet Is Making
Seniors' Lives Easier

(StatePoint) When you think
of the Internet, seniors aren't the
first age group that comes to
mind. But these days, older
Americans increasingly are
taking to the Web — thanks to
new free Web sites that are
helping them stay in touch with
loved ones and even keeping their
daily lives organized.
Many of the skeptical seniors
that were initially slow to engage
the World Wide Web head-on, are
now discovering what they've
been missing. In fact, helpful sites
are taking tasks that generally
give seniors headaches and
making them considerably more
manageable — and even fun.
Here are just some of the
more popular activities and free
Web sites that seniors are relying
on to make life easier:
• Stay in Touch: Connecting
with others has been proven to
keep seniors' minds sharp. One
site that can help is LivingSocial,
an online community where 80

million people from all over the
world can connect with others
around the things they care about,
including books, movies, television, music, restaurants, and even
beer. LivingSocial also offers a
way to save money with daily
group coupons for 50 percent off
or more at restaurants, salons, and
other goods and services in
cities across the country. The
service is available through
LivingSocial.com and through
Facebook and the iPhone.
• Share Photos and Videos
with Family: What better way to
stay connected with the kids and
grandkids than sharing recent
photos and videos clips? To help,
Animoto.com is offering a fast
and easy way to turn your photos
and video clips into professionalquality video montages, automatically synchronized to the song
you select. You can even incorporate text and iconic images from
LIFE.com to make your videos
more personalized and sentimen-

DAVID ARCHIE

Vera O. Noble graduated a top student in 1936 from
Gibbs High School. While attending Gibbs, she was highly
respected and made a significant life-lasting impression on
many teachers, especially Miss. Olive B. McLin who served
as her life-long mentor.
Noble carries a compassion for service to mankind. She
has been active on the Boards of YWCA Board of Trustees,
Florida Gulf Health Systems, Happy Worker’s Day
Nursery, and Child’s Park Neighborhood Outreach. She has
volunteered with Pinellas County Schools, Hospice Care, “We Help” Free Clinic,
YWCA Awareness Award Committee, and the Pinellas County Urban League’s
Housing Committee. She is a Life and Legacy Life Member with The National
Council of Negro Women, Inc., and an active member of Church Women United of
St. Petersburg. In 1980 she retired from the Social Security Administration.

David O. Archie is currently a candidate for Mayor in
the City of Tarpon Springs, FL. Archie served 4 terms on the
Tarpon City Commission and during that time eight years as
vice mayor. He is the Executive Director of the Citizens
Alliance for Progress, Inc. ,serves on a number of advisory
boards and other committees including: the Hospice
Foundation of the Florida Suncoast Board; WorkNet of
Pinellas Board; District Monitoring Advisory Committee
for Pinellas County Schools; Healthy Start Coalition Board;
President of the BCDI Pinellas; University of South Florida Pinellas County
Advisory Board; District Discipline Steering Committee of Pinellas County Schools;
Leadership Pinellas; Tarpon Springs Rotary Board of Directors; Youth Mentor for
Pinellas County Schools, and member of the Pinellas County Schools
Superintendent’s Minority Advisory Committee.

JUDGE JOSEPH W. HATCHETT

MORDECAI WALKER

Joseph Hatchett was born in Clearwater, FLin 1932. When
he applied to law school in 1956, law schools in the state of
Florida were still segregated. Hatchett attended Howard
University in Washington, D.C. On graduation in 1959, he
returned to Florida, was admitted to the Florida Bar, and began
a private practice.
When Hatchett began his law practice, Jim Crow laws
were still in effect in the state and segregation in schools, hotels,
and other facilities was the norm. Hatchett took a more direct
role in ending this. From 1960 to 1966 he worked with the NAACPLegal Defense Fund.
On September 2, 1975, Hatchett was appointed to the Florida Supreme Court by
Governor Reubin Askew. An even more significant step in ending racial separation was
Hatchett’s reelection in 1976, becoming the first black justice to be reelected to the Florida
Supreme Court.
In 1979, Hatchett resigned his position on Florida’s Supreme Court and became the
first black justice admitted to a federal court of appeals in the south when he was
appointed to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 5th Circuit. When the 5th Circuit split in
1981 to form the 5th Circuit and 11th Circuit, Hatchett went with the 11th Circuit. He
remained in this position until 1999 and served as Chief Justice of this body from 1996 to
1999. Hatchett now serves as chair of Akerman’s Appellate practice group and the firm’s
Diversity Committee in Tallahassee, FL.
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Mordecai Walker has been capturing awards at the State
Fair since he was six years young. Now, at 85, he is a finalist
for the Fair’s new Agricultural Wall of Fame. As a teacher in
both Hillsborough and Pinellas schools, he was consistently
recognized for both humanitarian and agricultural achievements. “In 1931, when I was in first grade at Citrus Park
School for Colored, I entered a red coleus plant that I’d
raised from a cutting,” Walker says. “I won a three dollar
prize – big money when folks were making just $1.50 a day.”
He recalls giving his big sister 90 cents of his prize to buy a Social Studies workbook.
After college graduation Walker’s design of a garden display for a local lady’s
club took another first at the 1953 Fair. Then there were awards for New Farmers of
America high school exhibits in ’57 and ’60. He was Agricultural Teacher of the Year
in 1973 and a three-time nominee for Teacher of the Year. He is especially proud that
in 36 years of teaching he “never allowed a student to fail.”
On another front, Mordecai has made various properties in the city available
since 1985 to those who need short-term shelter. “It’s all unofficial,” he says,
“something I’ve been able to do when people need a little help.”
He is a 50-year member of the local Ambassadors Club and an Omega Psi Phi
fraternity member since 1950. Mordecai now serves as both a vestry member at his
church, St. Augustine’s Episcopal, and as President of its Men’s Club.

tal. Animoto videos are a great
way to keep in touch and can
easily be shared on a personal
Web site or via email.
• Stick to a Budget: It's the
one-word monster we dare not
speak, particularly for seniors on
fixed incomes who often need it
most. But keeping track of one's
finances is crucial. One innovative site, Mint.com from Quicken,
makes budgeting less stressful by
offering a free tool that is easy to
use and helps you find more
money. It keeps you up to date
using email and phone alerts and
notifies you when bills are due,
credit limits have been reached or
if your bank makes changes
regarding fees. It's a simple way
for seniors to track spending,
enhance their savings and reduce
debt.
These are just a few examples
of how seniors looking to explore
the Web can use it to keep their
offline world in balance.

RUSSELL

continued from front page

of the National Forum for Black Public
Administrators; a member of the Board
of Directors of the International
Association of Official Human Rights
Agencies; Chair of the Minority issues
Advisory Council of the Children’s
Campaign of Florida; past President of
the Alternative Human Services Board of
Directors; volunteer for the United Way
of Pinellas County; past Board Member
of the Pinellas Opportunity Council, past
President and Board Member of the
National Association of Human Rights
Workers; and past President of the Florida
Association Of Community Relations
Professionals.

QUINCE

continued from front page

his office, in order to avoid potential
future controversy over her appointment,
Bush worked out a joint agreement with
lame duck Governor Lawton Chiles
whereby they both agreed upon and
jointly announced Quince’s appointment
in December 1998. When Chiles died of a
heart attack a few days later, the task of
signing Quince’s commission to office
fell to Chiles’ temporary successor,
Governor Buddy MacKay. Thus, three
Governors were involved in Quince’s
appointment.
Some information taken from
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
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be tearing America’s families
apart, as well as their concern
about the education of youth
across the country.
Barack
and
Michelle
Obama
Barack Hussein Obama, Jr.,
married Michelle LaVaughn
Robinson on Oct. 3, 1992.
According to his official Web
site, Barack graduated from
Columbia University in 1983. In
1985, he moved to Chicago to
become a community organizer
with a church-based group,
hoping to improve the living
situation of low-income/highcrime neighborhoods. He soon
realized that he would have more
success in helping people in need
through politics, and began law
school.
That year, Michelle – who
was studying sociology and
African American studies –
graduated from Princeton and
was accepted into Harvard Law
School.
The couple met in 1989 when
Michelle worked for a law firm
and was assigned as an advisor to
Barack, the firm’s summer
associate. He was instantly
attracted to her and began to
pursue her. After a month, she
agreed to go on a date with him.
Though it wasn’t love at first
sight, in a CNN interview, she
says that she was “sold” by the
end of the date.
She worked for the law firm
for only a few years before
returning to her passion, helping
pe o p le and s er ving he r
community. She worked for City
Hall as the assistant commission-

BLACK HISTORY
er of planning and development.
She later became the founding
executive director of the Public
Allies – Chicago Chapter, an
AmeriCorps program that teaches
young adults community service
and awareness.
Barack graduated from
Harvard with a law degree in
1991. The couple was married a
year later at Trinity United
Church of Christ in Chicago. His
minister, Pastor Jeremiah A.
Wright Jr., performed the
ceremony. Barack began to
practice as a civil rights lawyer
and taught constitutional law.
In 1996, Michelle began
working for the University of
Chicago as the associate dean of
student services.
In 1998 their first daughter,
Malia, was born. Followed by the
birth of their younger daughter,
Sasha, in 2001.
In 2004, he became the
nation’s third African American
U.S. Senator, since Reconstruction.
He continued his work as an
advocate for the people.
In 2007, Barack began his
campaign for president with his
wife right beside him. Many
times she joined him on stage as
they greeted each other lovingly
with a kiss – a not-so-typical
display for politicians. There
were some occasions where she
went out to speak to groups on
Barack’s behalf, saying that,
because she does know her
husband very well, she knows
that he is the best man for the job.
America took notice of their relationship; admiring her for her
strength, poise, and grace and
him for his intelligence, integrity,
charisma, and his dedication to
his family.

The couple could be
d es cri b ed as a l o v e s t o ry,
surviving through the storm of
life and politics.
Aft er h i s el ect i o n i n
November of 2008 and in his
inauguration the following
January, some wondered if their
marriage would weather the
White House. And the news of
Michelle’s mother moving into
the mansion brought even more
controversy. However, Barack
said that whatever makes the
mother happy, makes the family
happy.
The Obama’s love affair
continued to make news during
the inauguration celebrations, as
they danced at each one. They
continue to make their mark in
Black history as he serves the
country as its 44th president and
she works with youth on projects
that teach them about better
nutrition and preserving the environment.
Joseph and Justine
Simmons
Joseph Ward Simmons
married Justine Jones on June 25,
1994. Joseph, known across the
nation as Run or DJ Run Love, is
one of the founding members of
Run D.M.C. The hip-hop group
began in the early ‘80s and was
instrumental in taking the hip-hop
lifestyle to mainstream culture.
Joseph and Justine first met
as teenagers in 1982 at a
New York “roller-shaking” rink,
according to Run, during a
televised interview. But the two
lived in different cities. They
stayed in communication for a
while by phone but soon lost
contact.
Run married another woman
the next year. During their

marriage, they were blessed with
three children. Run was also
building his career as a rapper.
Tw e l v e y e a r s l a t e r, t h e
marriage was dissolved. Still
thinking of his childhood sweetheart, Run jumped on the opportunity to reunite with Justine after
a friend of his ran into Justine’s
sister.
Run was ordained the same
year he married Justine and began
using the stage name Rev. Run.
The couple later had two more
children.
In 2004, the blended family
began appearing in Run’s House,
a reality show. During the show,
the couple invited the nation in to
experience the blessing of the
couple’s third child. And when
the couple lost the newborn due
to medical complications, they
shared their grief and healing
through the show. The family’s
ability to come together was an
inspiration to American families.
In 2007, the family
welcomed its newest member,
who came to them through an
adoption agency. But even with
six children, the couple still has
plenty of love to go around, and
they extend it to their American
family through their show.
The next year, the couple
teamed up with Kool-Aid and
KaBOOM to build playgrounds
in underserved communities and
raise awareness on the need for
all children to have a safe place to
play, according to reports. They
also coauthored Take Back Your
Family: A Challenge to American
Parents. And, taking a chapter
from the past, Run always ends
his show with encouragement, a
daily moral, and advice.
Photograph courtesy of DallasExaminer.com
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955 20th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 894-4311

Email: info@mzprogressive.org Website: www.mzprogressive.org

First Baptist Institutional Church

Sunday Worship Services .............................7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................................................................9:00 a.m.
Wednesday Mid-Day Bible Study..........................Noon - 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service.................................................6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study .....................................................6:30 p.m.
Youth Chapel Services - 921 20th Street South
2nd & 4th Sunday Worship Services ................................10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer ............................................................6:00 p.m.
Bible Study ........................................................................6:30 p.m.

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.

Mission Statement:

Impact the world by equipping believers
to reach the lost with the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Rev. Louis M. Murphy Sr.
Senior Pastor

3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 727-323-7518

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
3200 Fifth Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 327-1373

Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

Queen Street

Church Of God In Christ

1732 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Early Morning Worship ................................................7:30 a.m.

(727) 896-4356

Sunday School ................................................................9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship .........................................................11:00 a.m.

Elder A.P. Conage, Pastor

Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer Meeting ................7:00 p.m.
Rev. Norris L.
Martin Sr. - Pastor

8:00 A.M. - Sunday Service

Friday Prayer Meeting ................................................11:00 a.m.

Pastor Michael T. and
Elect Lady Sheila Culbreth

1818 29th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Florida
727.898.5571
Sunday Worship
11:30 a.m.

9:00 A.M. - Tuesday Prayer

9:30 A.M. - Sunday School

7:00 P.M. - Wednesday Bible Study

11:00 A.M. - Morning Service

“Raising A Standard For God’s People In God’s Church”

GENESIS
WORSHIP
CENTER
CHURCH

REV. DR. WAYNE G. THOMPSON,
PASTOR

Victory Christian Center Church

3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
(727) 321-0911
www.victorychristiancenterchurch.com

New Mt. Olive Primitive Baptist Church
3001 18th Avenue South • Saint Petersburg, Florida 33712
Phone: (727) 327-9904 • Fax: (727) 322-0409
Church School - 9:30 A.M. • Morning Worship - 11:00 A.M.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting & Bible Study - 7:00 P.M.
Worship Service Every Thursday Night after the First Sunday, at 7:00 P.M.

Claude S. Williams, Pastor

Schedule of Services
Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.
(except Wednesdays)

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church. For more information about the
other services and ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911
*Nursery and Youth Services Available

First Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church
1121 22nd Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 327-8708
Sunday Worship Services . . . .8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting (Tuesday) . . . . . . . . . . . . .6:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Tuesday) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7:00 p.m.
Baptist Training Union (Sunday) . . . . . . . .4:00 p.m.
Rev. Wallace Elliott Sr. - Pastor

“The Little Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Sain t John Primitive Baptist Church
Elder Benjamin Adams, Jr., Senior Pastor

10th Street Church Of God
207 - 10th Street North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

(727) 898-9407

Church address: 1002 Palmetto Street, Clearwater, FL 33755
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1235, Clearwater, FL 33755
Church Phone: (727) 443-1861 • Fax: (727) 443-0431
Email: sjpbc@tampabay.rr.com
Radio dial: 1340 AM 11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Radio internet: tantalk 1340.com

Scheduled Services:
Church School..................................................8:00 a.m.
Early Morning ..................................................9:30 a.m.
Wed. Mid-week Family Night Bible Study .....7:00 p.m.

Sunday School...............................9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship .......................11:00 a.m.

Wednesday Evening Prayer ........6:30 p.m.

Wednesday Night Bible Study.....7:30 p.m.

Elder Benjamin
Adams, Jr.,
Senior Pastor

Theme: “Movers of the Christ Purpose”
Edifying the Church; Evangelizing the Community (Acts 1:4-8)

MORNING WORSHIP 11:00 a.m.

Rev. Ronald L. Bell
Pastor

MOUNT PILGRIM MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
4000 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711 Phone: (727) 321-7375
“Returning God’s People to the Word of God”

Pastor Clark
Hazley, Sr.

Rev. Prentiss John Davis, Minister
& Veronica Davis

The church where
what God’s word teaches
is practiced!

Sunday School....................................9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Sunday General Worship ......................................11:00 a.m.
Communion .......................................................First Sunday
Sunday New Member Orientation..........................9:30 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting .................7:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study.......................7:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday Youth Bible Study ............7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday Tutoring ............................6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Mission Statement
Having been led, as we believe, by the Spirit of God to receive the Lord Jesus Christ as
our Savior; and on the profession of our faith. We the people of God returning to God’s
Word, proclaiming, God’s Will in provoking His love among one another.

Living Word Church
International
Church Address: 2850 Freemont Terr. South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 12093
St. Petersburg, FL 33733-2093
Phone: 727-565-9613
Apostle Ted Simmons

SCHEDULED SERVICES
Sunday School ................................................9:30 AM
Morning Worship...........................................10:30 AM
Wednesday Family Bible Study ......................7:00 PM

Join Us Right Here Right Now!
A Life Changing Ministry

GREATER MT. ZION AFRICAN METHODIST
EPISCOPAL CHURCH
1045 16th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33705
email: info@greatermtzioname.org
Website: www.greatermtzioname.org

Early Morning Worship .....................................7:30 a.m.
Sunday School ...................................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .............................................11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Vintage Bible Study.....11:00 a.m. - 12 noon
Wednesday Bible Study.....................................6:00 p.m.
Rev. Clarence Williams,
Wednesday Prayer Service ................................7:00 p.m.

Pastor

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday • 8:30 a.m.)Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

Need a tape of a service or transportation – Dial 894-1393
"The church with a heart in the heart of the city"

United for Christ

Come on and Go with Me, Come on Over to God’s Place!

Freewill Baptist Church

STEWART ISOM MEMORIAL CME CHURCH
“WHERE GOD IS SIMPLY INCREDIBLE!”
1820 Walton St. S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone (727} 327-0593
The Church in Worship
Sunday Worship Experience
Sunday Mornings @ 11 a.m.
KINGDOM KIDS’ Children’s Church
First through Third Sunday Mornings at 11 a.m
The Church in Study
Sunday School (for All Ages)
Sunday Mornings at 9:30 a.m.
Thursday Night Triumph (Prayer, Praise & Power)
Thursday Evenings at 6:45 p.m

Come Expecting to be BLESSED!

Pastor Minister Tyrone Ford
and 1st Lady Kadell Ford

5315 28th Avenue South
Gulfport, Florida
727-744-3589

Wednesday Night Bible Study ........................7:00 pm
Bible Study Location: 5004 Tangerine Ave. So., Gulfport

Sunday School ............................................... 9:30 am
Sunday Worship Service ...............................11:00 am
(1st thru 4th Sundays, located in Scout Hall)
Pastor Marvin Charles
Lue, Jr., M. Div. Shepherd
and Senior Servant

Living, Teaching and Preaching the True Gospel
of Jesus Christ, to Save Lost Souls. Come join in with us.

CHURCH DIRECTORY
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THE ROCK

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
Schedule of Services

Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015

Church School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday 9:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 – 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida

Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Office Hours: Tuesday and Friday
9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Rev. Brian K. Brown

BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com Web site: www.bmmbc.org

Rev. Rickey L. Houston, Pastor

Sunday .............7:45 A.M. and 10:45 A.M. Worship
Sunday School..............................................9:30 A.M.
Monday Morning Meditation WRXB.....6:45 A.M.
Wednesday.....................Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life; 7 P.M. Prayer and Bible Study
Thursday...........................7 P.M. Youth Enrichment

Prayer Tower Church of God in Christ

20th Street
Church Of Christ

Missionary Baptist Church
3300 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300
www.fmbctheship.org

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

SPACE AVAILABLE FOR A LIMITED TIME
CALL 727-896-2922 TODAY!!!

Sunday Worship Service.........10:00 a.m.
Sunday School ..........................9:00 a.m.
Teen Summit (Wednesday) ......7:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Wednesday).........7:00 p.m.

Friendship

JESUS MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Church School: .....................................9:15 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.
Devotion: ............................................10:00 a.m. – 10:20 a.m.
Praise and Worship: ............................10:20 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship Service: .......................................10:30 a.m.
Saints of Prayer each Monday ...............................12:00 Noon
Bible Study each Tuesday: .......................................6:30 p.m.

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631 • www.stmarkch.org

“God’s House In The City”
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Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Pastor
1137 37th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 321-0670

825 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Home: 896-8006

Dr. John A. Evans,
Pastor

Bro. Rober t Sm ith

Sunday Morning Worship .................................7:45 a.m.
Sunday Morning Bible Class.............................9:20 a.m.
Sunday Morning Second Worship..................10:40 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ...............................7:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class ............................7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Morning Bible Class ....................10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class .............................7:00 p.m.

“Serving and Saving
“Helping and
Healing”

“Inspiring and
Instructing”
“Praying and
Praising”

Sunday

Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday

SERVICES

Sunday School – 10:30 a.m.
A. M. Service – 11:30 a.m.
YPWW (1st & 3rd Sunday) – 5:30 p.m.
P.M. Service (1st & 3rd Sunday) – 6:30 p.m.
P. M. Service (2nd & 4th Sunday) - 5:30 p.m.
Morning Prayer – 9:30 to 10:30 a.m.
Prayer Service – 7:30 p.m.

Bible Study (for all ages) – 7:30 p.m.

CHURCH NEWS
Bethel Metropolitan Baptist Church

Bethel Metropolitan Baptist
Church “God’s House in the City”
under the leadership of our soldier of
the cross, and drum major for justice,
Dr. Rickey L. Houston, extend an
invitation to the community to join us
as we communicate Gods’ Word at
10:00 am worship service on Sunday,
Sunday School at 9:00 am and Bible
Study and Teen Summit/Children
Rising on Wednesday evening, at 7:00
pm. We also encourage the
community to make use of our Prayer
Line. (727-321-9645)
Bethel Metropolitan Missionary

Baptist Church is committed to a
Christ-centered,
People-centered,
Team-centered, and Bible-based
ministry; with priorities focused on
Love, Forgiveness, Unity, Peace, and
Growth. We celebrate in worship, we
care for one another, we cultivate the
fullest spiritual life possible both individually and corporately; and we
communicate God’s truth at every
opportunity. Living out these priorities results in a kaleidoscope of ministries at Bethel Metropolitan for all
ages and interests.
Bethel Metropolitan Nurses Guild

Ministry along with the Pinellas
County Health Department invite the
community to get your FREE
H1N1(Swine) Flu Vaccine on Sunday,
February 28, 2010, from 11:30 a.m. –
3:00 p.m. in the church fellowship
hall. We encourage you to take this
opportunity to get yourself and your
family vaccinated against the flu.
Email:bchurch5@tampabay.rr.co
m or Website:www.bmmbc.org
“Working as God’s Chosen in
2010” John 15:16, Titus 2:14, I Peter
2:9.

First Mt. Zion Missionary Baptist Church

First Mt. Zion Missionary Baptist
Church, 1121 22nd Street South, will
celebrate the Church’s 93rd and the
Pastor’s 18th Anniversary during the
week of February 22 - 28.
Nightly services are scheduled to
begin at 7:30 p.m. with the following
churches and Pastors in charge:
Monday, February 22, St. John
Missionary Baptist Church, Reverend
Norris Martin

Tuesday, February 23, New
Jerusalem Missionary Baptist Church,
Reverend Troy Adams
Wednesday, February 24, New
Congregational Church of God, Elder
Earl Mills
T h u r s d a y, F e b r u a r y 2 5 ,
Gethsemane Missionary Baptist
Church, Reverend Ronald Gibson
Friday, February 26, Trinity
C.M.E. Church, Tampa, FL, Elder Joe

Johnson
The highlight of the Anniversary
will be Sunday, February 28 at 8:00
a.m., with Reverend Walter Jenkins
and 11:00 a.m., with Reverend
Samuel McPherson, as respective
speakers. The public is cordially
invited to attend. Minister Joseph Bell
and Sister Louella McCranely are
Chairpersons and Reverend Wallace
Elliott, Sr. is Pastor.

Mt. Zion AME Church

Mt. Zion AME Church is
inviting all Greeks to attend a
worship service to promote
peace, education, and prayer in
the community. The service will
be held on Sunday, February 21,
2010, at Mt. Zion AME Church
in St. Petersburg, 1045 16th St.
So. at 11:00 a.m. Active or
inactive, all Greeks are asked to
attend this all important event.
FMI, 894-1393.

Pictured are members of
the Greek Sunday
Committee: (L to R):
Rear: LeRoy Flemmings,
Mardi Kirnes, Tim
Flemmings. Front: Anna
Herring, Sylvia Moore,
Mable Gibson, Verbena

“ONE BODY, ONE SPIRIT, ONE
HOPE”
Our Esteemed Pastor, Reverend
Carlos L. Senior and the New Hope
Church family invite you to study and
worship with us whenever our doors are
open. See the ad for times of worship.
What has you Bent and Bound?
“And behold, there was a woman
who had a spirit of infirmity for
eighteen years, and was bent over and
could in no way raise herself up. But
when Jesus saw her, He called her to
Him and said to her, “Woman, you are
loosed from your infirmity. And He laid
His hands on her, and immediately she

was made straight, and glorified God.”
– Luke 13:11-13 NKJV
As we look in the mirror and just
like the lady who was “bent over” as the
text described, the issues that we deal
with from day to day has us internally
twisted and spiritually bound. We allow
“self talk” to continuously discourage
us into thinking that we aren’t smart
enough, skinny enough, or just not
enough! Just as Jesus saw that woman,
He sees you; He sees your pain; He
loves you and wants to heal you from
YOUR infirmity. Woman, Thou Art
Loosed!
Come hear a powerful message of

hope delivered by Evangelist Brenda D.
Dennis, and ordained minister, inspirational speaker, and author. She is the
founder of Empowered 2 Inspire
Ministries.
We would love to have as many
women and men join us for this time of
Prayer, Praise, and Fellowship!
Women of Hope Prayer Breakfast,
February 27, 9:00 a.m. Fellowship Hall
– Tickets $10.00 (For further information, call 727-896-5228)
“An important part of praying is a
willingness to be part of the answer.”

St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church

The St. Mark Missionary Baptist
Church, under the leadership of its
dynamic, spirited, man of God, the
Reverend Brian K. Brown, its official
staff of Deacons and Trustees, and the
entire congregation of St. Mark, extends
to the community at large, its wishes that
there would be an overflowing of God’s
blessings upon their lives. St. Mark is
grounded in a Christ-centered doctrine
that has as its central theme, a belief that
we are a haven of hope, help, and healing
for a world hungering for and thirsting
after the enlightened word of God. At St.
Mark, we are Christians willing to work
and partner in unity, praising God for His
awesome gift, His son Jesus Christ.
February Calendar Events
Feb. 21 - Church Outing to Galilee
M. B. Church for their 70th Church
Anniversary at 3:30 p.m.

Feb. 27 - The Children Youth Ministry
Black History Program held at the YMCA
on First Avenue South at 10:00 a.m.
Feb. 28 - Health Care Ministry Go Red
Also at St. Mark …
Sunday School is held for both
children and adults of all ages. Sunday
School starts each Sunday morning at
9:30 a.m. All are invited to come out and
join us.
Baptist Training Union is each
Sunday at 5:00 p.m. Members and the
general public are invited to come out and
study the Bible with us and learn “What
Baptist Believe”.
Children and Youth Ministry
Meetings are held every Monday at 6:00
p.m. Children in the community are
welcomed to join us.
Young Adult Ministry every
Monday at 6:30 p.m. Topics of interest

each Monday night.
Sunday School Teachers’ Meeting
is held every Tuesday at 7:00 p.m.
Senior Hour of Power Bible Study
is held every Thursday at 9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
every Thursday evening at 7:00 p.m.
St. Mark After School Tutoring
Ministry: Open to all elementary school
age children every Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday from 4:30 to 6:00 p.m.
Homework help and reading tutors
available.
DESTINATION GRADUATION:
Wednesdays - 6:30-7:30 p.m. for High
school Students: Senior Focus for all
High School Seniors (FCAT, ACT/SAT);
assistance with college applications,
essays, and financial aid/scholarships.

Wells, Mary Scott, Roslyn
Cunningham, Terri
Murph, Mary Murph,
and Bessie Kirnes.

Mt. Zion Progressive
Missionary Baptist Church

“Impact the World by Equipping
Believers to Reach the Lost with the
Gospel of Jesus Christ”
The Family Touch Team Ministry.
The primary purpose of our Family
Touch Team Ministry is to establish
rapport, build, and cultivate relationships to promote spiritual growth, and
edify the Body of Christ. This
ministry – through a dedicated group
of volunteers – makes weekly
telephone contact with church

New Hope Missionary Baptist Church

members and their families to ensure
their well-being, and determine any
spiritual needs or assistance the
church may be able to offer. The
overall goal of this ministry is to make
sure no member ‘falls through the
cracks’ or ever feels disconnected
from the church.
Our Women’s Ministry invites
you to join us 6:30p.m. Tuesday,
February 23rd, in our Youth
Fellowship Hall, 921 20th Street

South. The topic: “No Greater Love
– A Life Committed to God.”
“2010
Focus:
Effective
Communication” is the topic for our
next Couples Ministry Meeting. We
extend this invitation to all couples to
join us Friday, February 19th, at 7p.m.
in Room 105.
Mt. Zion Progressive Missionary
Baptist Church ~ 955 20th Street
South ~ Phone 727.894.4311.

Stewart - Isom Memorial CME Church
Ministry Happenings - Mark your
calendars!
Thursday, February 18 – Thursday,
April 1, 2010, at 7:30 pm. “Road to
Resurrection” Worship Experience.

Join us as Pastor Lue leads us into a
greater understanding and appreciation
of the Seven Last Words of Christ as we
prepare to be RESURRECTED in
Him! Every Thursday evening at 7:30,

beginning February 18th.
Sunday, February 28 – Morning
Worship Service at 10:00. Sunday
School and Fellowship to begin immediately following Worship Service.

Unity Temple Of Truth Church

The Art of Livin’ Presents
REALITY AFRICAN – AMERICAN
HISTORY “THE GOLDEN AGE OF
SEGREGRATION” with NORMAN
E. JONES II, Author of: The Art of

Livin’ Ink! Bronzeville, USA. The Art
of Cultural Games, Saturday, February
27, 11:00 a.m. Book signing and
refreshments provided.
Unity Temple of Truth Church is

located at 511 Prescott Street S., St.
Petersburg. (727) 898-2457. Rev.
Pr ent i ss John Davi s, Mi ni st er.
Admission is free. This event is
sponored by the Men of Unity.

Church News due by 4:00 p.m. on Monday of each week.
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